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INTRODUCTION 

1. T-cell skin tropism and immune surveillance 

1.1 T-cell homing and skin tropism 

Leukocytes in the blood migrate to tissues not randomly, but through specific 

molecular mechanisms. Therefore, peripheral blood leukocytes include a mixture of 

populations of circulating effector T lymphocytes, that result from clonal expansion and 

differentiation from naive T cells in secondary lymphoid tissues (spleen, peripheral 

lymph nodes, etc.), with different individual tissue tropism capabilities. This selective 

tissue tropism is primed by a combination of specific molecular interactions comprising 

important roles of several adhesion molecules and chemokines (Marelli-Berg et al., 

2007), a process which is determined by the lymph node environment and tissue-

derived dendritic cells (DCs) (Figure 1).  

 
Figure 1. Generation of tissue-tropic effector T-cell subsets and their localization to extralymphoid 
tissues. Following their activation in secondary lymphoid tissues, effector T cells gain the ability to 
enter a wide range of tissue locations. Generally, which homing receptors are induced on T cells 
depends on the lymph node in which activation takes place. Then, effector T-cell populations 
drain through efferent lymph vessels and reach blood circulation through the thoracic duct. Skin, 
small intestine and brain seem to selectively recruit those effector populations generated in the 
relevant draining lymph nodes. However other tissues such as lungs, colon, liver and kidney also 
allow the entrance of effector T-cell populations generated in non-draining lymph nodes (Agace, 
2006).  

 

Within these populations, there is a subset consisting of T lymphocytes that are specially 

localized in cutaneous sites under inflammatory conditions. The surface expression of 

the cutaneous lymphocyte-associated antigen (CLA) identifies this pool of memory 
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effector skin-homing T cells. In fact, it is expressed by more than 90% of infiltrating T 

cells present in cutaneous inflammatory sites, but less than 20% of T cells in other non-

cutaneous sites. This molecule is also present in about 15% of peripheral T cells (Picker 

et al., 1993), what allows easy isolation from blood extractions.  The CLA antigen consists 

of a carbohydrate structure, similar to the sialyl Lewis X antigen, whose expression 

occurs as an epitope after a post-translational modification of a single cell-surface 

receptor, the platelet selectin (P-selectin) glycprotein ligand (PSGL)-1 (Fuhlbrigge et al., 

1997), and is induced on T cells undergoing naive, expressing CD45RA, to memory, 

expressing CD45RO, transition in lymph nodes that drain the skin (Picker et al., 1993).  

The CLA antigen is a ligand for the endothelial-cell selectin (E-selectin) and P-selectin, 

adhesion molecules that are induced in endothelial cells under inflammatory 

conditions. Recently, CLA was also reported to be expressed on CD43 molecule, which 

selectively binds E-selectin (Fuhlbrigge et al., 2006). In addition, it is known that 

extravasation of CLA+ T cells into the skin involves several other molecular interactions, 

including very late antigen (VLA)-4/vascular cell adhesion molecule (VCAM)-1 and 

lymphocyte function-associated antigen (LFA)-1/intercellular adhesion modelcule 

(ICAM)-1 (Babi et al., 1995), together with chemokines such as CC-chemokine ligand 

(CCL)-17 (Kupper and Fuhlbrigge, 2004). Other chemokines are also essential for the 

transendothelial migration, for example the cutaneous T-cell−attracting chemokine 

(CTACK), also known as CCL27, that is mainly produced in the skin by basal 

keratinocytes and is up-regulated in cutaneous inflammation (Homey et al., 2002) 

(Figure 2). Moreover, the expression of its cognate receptor CC-chemokine receptor 

(CCR)-10 on T cells is restricted to the CLA+ CD4+ subset (Hudak et al., 2002).  

 

 

Figure 2.  Multistep process of T-cell entrance into the skin. T-cell migration to cutaneous sites is 
regulated by the coordinated interaction of various cell-surface molecules on the T cell with their 
respective ligands on the surface of dermal venules (Agace, 2006). α4β1: VLA-4. 
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1.2 Skin immune surveillance 

The skin constitutes the body’s largest and more exposed interface with the 

environment and thus plays an active defense role against external hostiles agents. 

Aside of its properties as a physical barrier, a robust system of immune surveillance 

participates either in maintaining homeostasis, or in cutaneous malignancies and 

infections (Kupper and Fuhlbrigge, 2004). The initiation and maintenance of a local 

effective immune response are crucially dependent on the orchestrated migration of 

T-cell subsets to distinct tissue locations, that is effector memory CLA+ T cells to the 

skin. In non-inflamed skin, E-selectin and P-selectin are constitutively expressed at 

sufficient low level to support CLA+ T cell rolling (Weninger et al., 2000). Additionally, 

resident immune cells include dermal DCs and epidermal Langerhans cells (LCs). 

During cutaneous inflammation, E-selectin and P-selectin expression is increased, 

promoting an influx of circulating effector memory CLA+ T cells (Figure 3).  

 

 

Figure 3.  Non-inflamed 
skin and adaptive response 
in skin inflammation. a) In 
normal human skin, the 
immune surveillance is 
crucial in maintaining 
homeostasis, and it is 
especially mediated by 
several immune cells that 
are resident in the 
epidermis, basically LCs, 
and a dermal infiltrate 
composed of mast cells, 
DCs and a small number of 
CLA+ memory T cells, 
whose migration into the 
non-inflamed skin is 
sustained by baseline levels 
of expression of E-selectin, 
CCL17 and ICAM-1. b) Upon 
epithelial injury and 
memory antigen-specific T 
cell generation, circulating 
CLA+ T cells are recruited by 

the up-regulation of endothelial adhesion molecules and chemokines, encounter the cognate 
antigen carried by activated LCs and DCs, and are activated to proliferate and carry out specific 
functions (Kupper and Fuhlbrigge, 2004). 

b 

a 
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Overall, the fact that skin-homing T cells are actively involved in cutaneous 

inflammation through antigen recognition, and the possibility of selective isolation from 

blood through the expression of a surface marker, the CLA antigen, makes CLA+ T cells 

an interesting tool for translational studies in skin immune-mediated diseases. 
 

2. Circulating CLA+ T lymphocytes as peripheral cell biomarkers in T-cell-

mediated skin diseases 

 

A biological marker, namely biomarker, would be defined as a characteristic that is 

objectively measured and evaluated as an indicator of normal biological processes, 

pathogenic processes, or pharmacological responses to a therapeutic intervention 

(Naylor, 2003). In practice, biomarkers include tools and technologies that improves 

understanding the prediction, cause, diagnosis, progression, regression or outcome of 

treatment of diseases. Then, either biochemical, molecular or cellular alterations that 

are measurable in tissues, cells, or fluids could be used as a potential biomarker 

(Mayeux, 2004). CLA+ T cells have been proposed as cellular biomarkers for immune-

mediated skin diseases that may provide translational information (Ferran et al., 2013a, 

supporting publication in page 153, in Appendix I), since they can be easily isolated 

from peripheral blood, and somehow solve the limitation represented by the need of 

a large number of skin biopsies for the study of those cells. However, if it is intended to 

get, for instance, severity- and clinical-associated outcomes from peripheral CLA+ T 

cells, first it would be necessary to demonstrate the recirculation of those cells between 

affected skin and blood during cutaneous inflammation.  
 

As previously described, CLA+ T-cell rolling depends on the interaction of several cell-

surface molecules on T cells and endothelial cells. Trafficking blockade through LFA-

1/ICAM-1 interaction between T/endothelial cell, respectively, was indeed explored for 

potential therapeutic targeting (Gottlieb et al., 2002). The action of anti−LFA-1 

treatments has shed new light regarding the recirculatory capacity of effector memory 

CLA+ T cells in psoriasis and atopic dermatitis (Harper et al., 2008; Johnson-Huang et 

al., 2012; Vugmeyster et al., 2004), thus providing translational evidence in favor of 

effector memory CLA+ T-cell recirculation between skin and blood during cutaneous 

inflammation. Actually, in both diseases, a rise in circulating CLA+ T cells is observed in 

parallel to the clinical improvement of inflammation due to treatment (Harper et al., 
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2008; Vugmeyster et al., 2004), either by inhibiting the LFA-1/ICAM-1−dependent 

transendothelial migration of CLA+ T cells, and/or by the accumulation in the blood of 

those CLA+ T cells that infiltrated the skin lesions and followed lymphatic drainage 

through dermal lymph nodes (Ferran et al., 2013a). Such lymphocyte accumulation in 

the blood, namely lymphocytosis, may develop a skin relapse after stopping the 

treatment (Johnson-Huang et al., 2012).  
 

This phenomenon indicates that in T-cell mediated skin diseases implying chronicity, in 

which skin flares take place, recirculating CLA+ T cells might carry substantial 

information about their antigen-specificity, thus acting as peripheral cell biomarkers 

(Ferran et al., 2013a).  For instance, in atopic dermatitis or contact dermatitis, those CLA+ 

T cells, but not CLA- T cells, isolated from peripheral blood, respond to house dust mites 

or nickel, respectively (Santamaria-Babí et al., 1995). Other CLA+ T-cell−associated 

selectivity for cutaneous antigens or allergens that belong to T-cell mediated skin 

pathologies, including cognate microbial antigens that match the pathogenesis, are 

shown in Table 1. 
 

Disease Antigen 

Atopic dermatitis 
Dermatophagoides pteronyssinus (Santamaria-Babí et al., 
1995); Casein (Abernathy-Carver et al., 1995) 

Contact dermatitis Nickel (Santamaria-Babí et al., 1995)  

Vitiligo Melan-A (Ogg et al., 1998) 

Herpex simplex HSV-2 (Koelle et al., 2002) 

Psoriasis Streptococcus pyogenes (Ferran et al., 2013b) 

 
Table 1. Compartmentalization of skin-specific antigenic immune response in CLA+ T cells. 
(adapted from Santamaria-Babí, 2004). 

 

Also, several studies reported that, in different T-cell−mediated cutaneous diseases, the 

clinical status can induce changes in phenotype, cell numbers or related mechanisms 

of CLA+ T cells, as exposed in 2013a by Ferran et al. (summarized in Table 2). This view 

has been recently reported for atopic dermatitis (Czarnowicki et al., 2016).  In summary, 

results obtained from different T-cell−mediated skin diseases highlight the relevance of 

circulating CLA+ T cells. These cells may be a source of information as peripheral cell 

biomarkers, both in a predictive or retrospective way, as their number and phenotype 

parallel local cutaneous events and correlate with clinical activity and treatments. 
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Table 2. CLA+ T cells clinical activity and relations with T-cell−mediated inflammatory cutaneous 
diseases. CGRP: calcitonin gene-related peptide; SS: Sézary syndrome; GvHD: graft versus host 
disease; Treg: T regulatory; PASI: psoriasis area severity index; BSA: body surface area. Summary 
of Ferran et al., 2013a. 
 

 

Disease 
CLA+ T cell 
phenotype 

Associated clinical/function event Key outcome 

Atopic 
dermatitis 

Pathological 
Th2 cells 

In active form, circulating CLA+ T 
cells express activation markers and 
produce IL-4 and IL-13 (Akdis et al., 
1997; Santamaria-Babí et al., 1995). 

Memory CLA+ T cells freshly 
isolated express features and 
functional properties of in vivo 
activity. 

CGRP selectively activates circulating 
CLA+ T cells from atopic dermatitis 
patients and induce IL-13 (Antúnez et 
al., 2009). 

Stress-associated  
CGRP contributes to the 
cross-talk between immune 
and nervous systems through 
CLA+ T cell function. 

Skin tumors 

Anti-tumoral 
T cells 

Down-regulation of E-selectin in 
metastatic malignant melanoma 
leads to decreased tumor-infiltrating 
capacity of circulating CLA+ T 
lymphocytes (Weishaupt et al., 2007). 

Blocked recruitment of 
activated tumor-specific T 
cells limits the effectiveness of 
immunotherapy. 
Enhancing migration of CLA+ 
T cells could be beneficial. 

Malignant T 
cells 

In SS, a strong correlation is 
observed between % of circulating  
lymphoma  CLA+ T cells and the 
extent of skin symptoms (Borowitz et 
al., 1993; Heald et al., 1993). 

Targeted inhibition of tumor-
specific CLA+ T cells might be 
therapeutically important. 

Acute GvHD 
Alloimmune 
suppressive 
CD4+ T cells. 

Increased amount of CLA+ Tregs at 
engraftment is associated with the 
prevention of skin acute GvHD 
(Engelhardt et al., 2011, 2012). 

Frequencies of CLA+ Tregs 
could be used to predict acute 
GvHD and to improve 
transplant survival. 

Scleroderma 
Profibrotic 
CD8+ T cells  

Circulating CD8+ CLA+ T cells in early 
stages of diseases produce IL-13, 
accumulate in the skin and produce 
cytotoxic granules (Fuschiotti et al., 
2013). 

Early CD8+ T cells homing to 
the skin may represent a 
potential target for 
therapeutic intervention. 

Psoriasis 
Pathological T 
cells 

% of circulating CLA+ T cells inversely 
correlates with PASI and BSA in acute 
psoriasis, but not in chronic form 
(Ferran et al., 2008). 
Number of circulating CLA+ Vγ9δ2+ T 
cells inversely correlated with PASI 
score and increased with successful 
treatment (Laggner et al., 2011). 

CLA+ T cells are sequestered 
into inflamed skin and may 
recirculate between blood and 
skin. 

Number of circulating CD4+ CLA+ 
and CD3+ CLA+ HLA-DR+ is increased 
in active disease compared with 
chronic form (Pont-Giralt et al., 
2006). 

Activated CLA+ CD3+ cells in 
peripheral blood are 
preferentially involved in acute 
stages of psoriasis. 
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3. Psoriasis: from epidermal to immunological skin disorder through 

translational research 

 

Psoriasis, in its most common form, is a chronic, inflammatory, immune-mediated skin 

disease that affects about 2−3% of the Caucasian population. Psoriasis is now known 

to be the most prevalent T-cell−mediated skin disease, mostly through CD3+ CD45RO+ 

CLA+ T cells, which occurs in individuals with genetic susceptibility, in conjunction with 

instigating environmental stimuli. However, this concept was not widely considered 

until the 1990s, but it has been the result of a continuous evolution of psoriasis 

pathogenic concepts, mainly through translational research. This process uses scientific 

investigation to advance the understanding of disease and to improve health by 

translating observations of bench-derived experimental discoveries to bedside clinical 

research, and vice versa, that is, the use of clinical observations that leads to scientific 

investigation (Guttman-Yassky and Krueger, 2007). In fact, psoriasis confers uniqueness 

for a disease studied through translational science, in which many rounds of 

bidirectional translational research have occurred over the years. 

3.1 Histological features and early translational research in psoriasis 

Affected skin is classically characterized by a focal formation of sharply demarcated, red 

and slightly raised lesions with constantly shedding silvery-white scales. These raised 

plaques derive from an excessive growth of keratinocytes, the specialized epithelial cells 

from the skin, which proliferate and mature rapidly. In fully developed lesions, there are 

a massive thickening of the epidermis (acanthosis), elongated epidermal rete ridges, 

and consequently elongated dermal papillae containing dilated capillaries. Terminal 

differentiation, normally occurring in upper granular keratinocytes, is disturbed in 

psoriasis, and that results in a diminished thickness or loss of the stratum granulosum 

and in an irregular and thickened stratum corneum (hyperkeratosis) with retention of 

the nuclei in squamous keratinocytes, namely corneocytes, (parakeratosis) (Schön and 

Boehncke, 2005; Wagner et al., 2010). Poorly adherent stratum corneum is formed due 

to low lipid cementation by corneocytes themselves, resulting in the characteristic 

scales and subsequent break in the protective barrier (Krueger, 2005; Lowes et al., 2007) 

(Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Pathological tissue alterations in psoriatic skin. As compared with normal skin, the 
epidermis in psoriatic skin suffer several histopathological alterations, including profound 
acanthosis (thickening of the viable cell layers) with elongated rete ridges, hyperkeratosis 
(thickening of the cornified layer), loss or reduction of the granular layer, and parakeratosis 
(persistence of the nuclei in the cornified layer). In addition, dermal blood vessels are increased 
in numbers and reach up to locations underneath the epidermis (arrows). B: basal layer; S: spinous 
layer; G: granular layer; C: cornified layer. 

 
 

These histopathological features of the epidermis led to the idea that psoriasis was 

widely considered to be a disease caused by altered proliferation and differentiation of 

keratinocytes. It was not until 1983, when it was first proposed a potential role of the 

cellular immune system, due to the detection of a marked infiltration of leucocyte 

subsets in psoriasis lesions (Bos et al., 1983), which are now more accurately defined by 

later histological studies, and thus defining clear cellular changes in the skin (Krueger, 

2005). Neutrophils have long been identified in active lesions within small foci in the 

stratum corneum, known as Munro microabscesses, since they have characteristic 

nuclei and cytoplasmic staining properties. T lymphocytes are found interspersed 

between keratinocytes throughout the epidermis and in somewhat larger quantities in 

the dermis. In fact, their subsets are not uniformly distributed in psoriasis lesions, as 

epidermal T cells are predominantly CD8+ T cells, whereas dermal T lymphocytes are a 

mixture of CD4+ and CD8+ cells, with a CD4+ predominance similar to that seen in 

peripheral blood. LCs are resident in normal epidermis and also can be found in 

psoriasis lesions, sometimes in increased abundance, and in rough terms, the number 

of myeloid CD11c+ DCs present in psoriasis lesions equals or exceeds the number of T 
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cells (Krueger, 2005). Plasmacytoid CD11c- BDCA-2+ DCs (pDCs) have also been 

detected in the dermis of psoriatic lesions (Nestle et al., 2005) (Figure 5). 
 

 

 

Figure 5. Infiltrating cells in psoriatic lesions. a) Neutrophils transmigrate through the epidermis 
and form the so-called Munro microabscesses (Schön and Boehncke, 2005). b) Upper dermis is 
infiltrated mostly by CD4+ T cells, whereas most of the CD8+ T cells are located within or close to 
the epidermis (Valdimarsson et al., 2009). c) CD11c+ DCs are detected mainly within the upper 
dermis (Nestle et al., 2009). d) High numbers of BDCA-2+ pDCs are present in the dermis of 
psoriatic lesions (Nestle et al., 2005). e) Cellular components of mature psoriatic plaque compared 
with normal skin. Normal skin contains an important number of resident and trafficking immune 
cells, as it is an immune-competent organ. However, in psoriasis, the leucocyte number is 
significantly increased, either by local expansion or high influx of immune cells that acquire 
migrating capacities through the dermis and the epidermis (adapted figure from Lowes et al., 
2007). Positive staining: brown precipitate in b) and c); magenta dye in d).  

 

3.2 Refining pathogenic concepts by the testing of first targeted therapeutics 

The refinement of monoclonal antibody technologies and associated molecular 

biology, which was not yet available until the mid-80s, allowed the development of 

e 
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targeted therapies for critical testing of the hypothesis on the primary defect in 

psoriasis: keratinocytes vs. cellular immunity. While inhibitors of keratinocyte 

proliferation resulted in a modest improvement, the marked improvement with the 

immunosuppression exerted by cyclosporine or tacrolimus suggested that activated T 

cells were pathogenic in psoriasis patients (Guttman-Yassky and Krueger, 2007). This 

hypothesis was further confirmed in 1995, when direct T-cell targeting with the fusion 

toxin DAB389IL-2 (Gottlieb et al., 1995), and, a few years later, the costimulation blockade 

therapy with cytotoxic T lymphocyte-associated antigen (CTLA)4-Immunoglobulin (Ig) 

fusion protein, showed a reversal of clinical activity. Additionally, CTLA4-Ig not only 

reflected a reduction in activated T cells in lesions, but also in infiltrating DCs (Abrams 

et al., 2000), which might have an important role for ongoing disease activity, as it was 

later determined by especially activating and polarizing specific T-cell subsets. 

Therefore, outcomes in targeted therapeutics studies have contributed to a change in 

the pathogenic model from endogenous keratinocyte effects to one T-cell−mediated 

pathogenesis. However, early immune-targeted treatments were still not selective for 

polar T-cell subsets, that is for specific molecular pathways or cellular products. 

3.3 Translational revolution in psoriasis: cytokine-targeted therapies and the 

discovery of the interleukin (IL)-23/T-helper (Th)17 pathway  

With general acceptance of a T-cell−mediated pathogenesis in psoriasis, and based on 

more selective therapeutic treatments, molecular analyses started revealing the main 

cytokine drivers of psoriasis. Concurrent with the initial characterization of Th1/Th2 

functions, and prior to the discovery of other Th lineages, psoriasis was believed to be 

mediated by the IL-12/Th1 pathway, as IL-12 and interferon (IFN)-γ were reported to be 

elevated in psoriasis skin lesions (Yawalkar et al., 1998). The generation of ustekinumab, 

a monoclonal antibody (mAb) directed against the p40 subunit of IL-12 had shown 

clinical efficacy (Kauffman et al., 2004). Later, p40 subunit was reported to also associate 

with p19 subunit to form IL-23 (Oppmann et al., 2000). In 2003, Th17 lineage, 

characterized by the production of IL-17, was reported (Aggarwal et al., 2003). It used 

the lineage-specific RORγt transcription factor and required, among others, IL-23, which 

promoted expansion and activation of Th17 cells which express several pro-

inflammatory cytokines, including IL-17A, IL-17F, IL-21 and IL-22 (see timeline in Figure 

6). Ustekinumab resulted to also interact with IL-23p40. IL-23R and IL-23 are elevated 

in psoriasis skin lesions (Tonel et al., 2010), and polymorphisms of genes that encode 

either IL-12/23p40 or the IL-23R are linked to psoriasis (Cargill et al., 2007, and see Table 
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4 on page 36). Subsequent studies then demonstrated that ablation of, or antibody 

treatment against, the p40 subunit was either protective or attenuating in experimental 

autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) and collagen-induced arthritis murine models. In 

contrast, genetic ablation of IL-12p35−specific subunit was not protective (Benson et al., 

2011). In addition, an early study suggested that IL-23 might be the dominant p40 

cytokine in psoriasis, since mRNAs of IL-12/23p40 and IL-23p19−specific subunit were 

10-fold up-regulated, whereas IL-12p35 levels were not overexpressed (Lee et al., 2004). 

Therefore, IL-23 mediates many disease pathologies previously attributed to IL-12, 

including psoriasis. This discovery led to a refocusing of anti-psoriatic therapies. For 

instance, the SMART anti−IL-12 antibody was discontinued in 2003 owing to its inability 

to target IL-23 (Teng et al., 2015).  
 

 

Figure 6. Timeline of IL-23/Th17 axis discovery and elucidation of key targets for psoriasis. 
Adapted from Benson et al., 2011, and Gaffen et al., 2014. 
 

 

The extent and severity of lesions are quantified according to the Psoriasis Area and 

Severity Index (PASI), that integrates combined measures of the involved area, 

erythema, induration and desquamation. Anti-psoriatic biological therapies are 

evaluated on the basis of the frequency of patients with moderate to severe disease, 

generally with PASI>10, who show 75% reduction in baseline PASI score (PASI-75). The 

discovery of the IL-23/Th17 pathway led to fundamental changes in finding new targets 

for psoriasis treatments. After anti-p40 mAbs approval, many other mAbs specific for 

IL-17s and IL-17 receptor, as well as against IL-23p19, have shown promising results in 
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psoriasis, with 70−90% of patients reaching PASI-75, as well as in other chronic diseases 

(Kopp et al., 2015) (Table 3 and Figure 7). Particularly, the anti−IL-17s mAbs may induce 

a more specific response. For instance, ixekizumab (anti−IL-17A) and brodalumab 

(anti−IL-17RA), not only have shown impressive clinical outcomes, but they have also 

revealed a rapid normalization, within 2 weeks, of the expression of hundreds of 

disease-related genes prior to disease reversal, which usually takes place within 6 weeks 

(Krueger et al., 2012; Russell et al., 2014).  
 

Targeting cytokines and their receptors with mAbs has become a mainstream 

therapeutic approach for autoimmune disorders, as they are generally well tolerated 

and safer than traditional immunosuppressive medications (Carretero et al., 2015). 

However, it is difficult to pinpoint which cytokine should be targeted because of the 

oversimplification as to how individual cytokines work in the network in psoriasis or 

other complex immune-based diseases. In fact, some biologics targeting potentially 

involved cytokines have been however discontinued for psoriasis. For instance, anti−IL-

22 mAb fezakinumab, anti−IFN-γ mAb fontolizumab, anti−IFN-α mAb MEDI-545, or 

anti−IL-8 mAb ABX-IL-8, have all been withdrawn because of the lack of enough clinical 

efficacy achieved in early phases of clinical trials (Bissonnette et al., 2010; Harden et al., 

2015; Mahil et al., 2016; Pinto-Almeida and Torres, 2014). Others like tumor necrosis 

factor (TNF)-α antagonists, which had demonstrated a high efficacy, remain important 

therapeutic agents for psoriasis since approval in 2006. Despite they represented a 

counterargument for the main role of T cells in the development of skin lesions, 

subsequent work demonstrated that TNF-α−blockade effectiveness was associated to 

suppression of IL-23 and IL-17 production, either by TNF-α−induced IL-23 production 

by DCs, and/or by synergizing with IL-17 to induce altered protein expression in 

keratinocytes (Lowes et al., 2005; Zaba et al., 2007). Therefore, discontinued drugs, the 

study of the specific mechanisms in efficacious therapies, and the fact that almost all 

disease-defining genes in patients with psoriasis are reversed through IL-17−signaling 

blockade, it is suggested that complex cytokine circuits are maintained solely through 

expression of IL-17A or IL-17F (Noda et al., 2015). 
 

For these reasons, psoriasis is probably the best example of skin disease where rapid 

advances in pathogenic understanding and development of new therapeutics have 

occurred through translational science approach (Guttman-Yassky and Krueger, 2007). 
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Table 3. Drug candidates targeting the IL-23/Th17 pathway (Bartlett and Million, 2015). 

 

  

Figure 7. Efficacy of IL-
12/23p40, IL-23p19 and IL-
17A or IL-17RA antagonists 
in treating patients with 
moderate to severe 
psoriasis. Colored bars 
indicate the highest 
reported efficacy for any 
dose groups within studies 
of 12−16 weeks treatment 
period. Black bar indicates 
the associated placebo 
group (Teng et al., 2015). 
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4. Psoriasis immunopathology 

Translational research has helped defining the immune cellular components in psoriasis 

lesions and how those cells may interact to form the lesion. 

4.1 Lesions development 

The plaque formation in uninvolved skin of predisposed individuals can be triggered 

by physical injury (the Koebner phenomenon), stress, drugs and infections with 

streptococcus or other microbes (Liu et al., 2006). Although these are diverse stimuli, all 

might activate cellular immunity, and likely involving some antigen-based trigger or 

innate stimulation that leads to up-regulation of chemokines and adhesion molecules 

(Liu et al., 2006). In general terms, T cells and DCs, and the cytokines and chemokines 

that they secrete, collaborate to create the pro-inflammatory milieu that stimulates the 

proliferation of resident keratinocytes and endothelial cells, finally deriving into the 

tissue growth pattern of psoriasis lesions (Bowcock and Krueger, 2005). 
 

During the onset of psoriasis, accumulation of mononuclear cells (skin-homing T cells, 

monocytes and DCs) are found around dermal vessels, without any involvement in the 

epidermis (left panel in Figure 8). In fact, it has been suggested that CLA+ T cells are 

present in non-lesional skin before epidermal hyperplasia takes place (Davison et al., 

2001a), and evidence of early apparition of CLA+ T cells in the margin zone of spreading 

lesions has been reported (Vissers et al., 2004). Then, this perivascular infiltrate deepens 

into the tissue, where CTACK is synthesized by keratinocytes, a chemokine that attracts 

CLA+ T cells and thus might initiate the entry of those T cells in the skin (Homey et al., 

2002). In acute lesion, large numbers of leucocytes migrate into the skin and the 

presentation of antigens by antigen-presenting cells (APCs) (e.g. DCs or LCs) to CD4+ 

T cells leads to the synthesis of cytokines, which in turn stimulate keratinocytes that 

become activated to proliferate (central panel in Figure 8).  ICAM-1, CD40 and HLA-DR 

are expressed on the surface of some basal and suprabasal keratinocytes. Activation 

after binding cognate receptors of these molecules during leucocyte trafficking 

through the epidermis, including T cells, CD11c+ DCs and neutrophils, also provides 

stimulus for keratinocyte hyperplasia. Then, keratinocytes themselves are stimulated to 

secrete their own cytokines, which can act in an autocrine and/or paracrine manner on 

immune cells and promote angiogenesis through vascular endothelial growth factor 

(VEGF), platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), and other endothelial cell mitogens (Liu 

et al., 2006), thus maintaining the psoriatic process, in which proliferative rate of 
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keratinocytes and leucocyte infiltrates reach an equilibrium that persists over the years 

(Bowcock and Krueger, 2005). This means that new expression of adhesion molecules 

by endothelial cells will allow the extravasation of leukocytes into the lesion, including 

more skin-homing CLA+ T cells that can also be activated in an antigen-specific manner, 

leading to the secretion of more cytokines to perpetuate the process (Smith and Barker, 

2006) (right panel in Figure 8, and also see Figure 9). 

 

Figure 8. Development of psoriatic plaque. The interval between the triggering of a new lesion 
and the formation of chronic plaque is characterized by the progressive accumulations of 
leucocytes and epidermal hyperplasia. When the lesion is settled, perivascular accumulations of T 
cells and mature DCs might function as a secondary lymphoid tissue. Whereas normal endothelial 
cells that line the blood vessels in the skin do not express ICAM-1 or VCAM-1, the expression of 
these molecules is up-regulated in acute and chronic psoriatic lesions (Bowcock and Krueger, 
2005). 
 

4.2 Innate and adaptive immunity in psoriasis 

Two fundamentally different cell types interact in the formation of a psoriatic lesion: 

epidermal keratinocytes and mononuclear leukocytes. Most of the T cells involved in 

psoriasis lesions are memory cells (CD45RO+ or CD45RA-) that mainly belong to the 

Th1/T-cytotoxic (Tc)1 and Th17/Tc17 cell subsets defined by the production of interferon 

(IFN)-γ, IL-17A and IL-17F, respectively. The release of these cytokines induces and acts 

synergistically to produce several products by keratinocytes, which in turn acquire 
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activating and recruiting effects. For instance, chemokines such as CXC-chemokine 

ligand (CXCL)-8, also known as IL-8, and CXCL1, also known as GRO-α, recruit 

neutrophils; CCL20 has been shown to attract CCR6-expressing Th/Tc17 cells; and 

CXCL9−11 allow the migration of activated CXC-chemokine receptor (CXCR)-

3−expressing T cells, which are increased in psoriasis lesions (Rottman et al., 2001). 

Interestingly, upper keratinocytes increase the production of antimicrobial peptides 

(AMPs), such as those belonging to S100 calcium binding proteins, including the 

S100A7−9 and S100A12, and β-defensins, which at certain concentration gradient can 

act as leucocyte chemoattractants as well (Bowcock and Krueger, 2005; Ghannam et 

al., 2011; Oppenheim et al., 2003; Weinberg et al., 2012) (Figure 9). 

 

  

Figure 9. In established lesions, there is a balance between the innate and the adaptive immune 
systems. Environmental triggers can activate innate cells or T cells, which might chronically 
respond to a persistent self-antigen. Immune-system−derived cytokines act on keratinocytes 
which in turn release chemokines acting on innate/adaptive immune cells, together with cytokines 
and growth factors, express adhesion molecules, and perpetuate the hyperplasia and aberrant 
differentiation of the epidermis (adapted figure from Lowes et al., 2007).   
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Activated pDCs produce IFN-α, and their presence could be important in the innate 

initiation of the disease. Conversely, myeloid CD11c+ DCs produce IL-12 and IL-23, that 

stimulates and help differentiation in situ of Th1 and Th17 cells, respectively. 

Interestingly, it has been demonstrated so far that IL-23/Th17 constitutes the crucial axis 

in the development and maintenance of psoriasis, as previously described. Finally, in 

addition to the increased expression levels of AMPs, altered expression of 

differentiation-associated proteins has been described. For instance, loricrin and 

filaggrin, both proteins involved in the proper formation of the cornified envelope, are 

reduced in psoriatic lesions (Bergboer et al., 2012). Such decreased expression can also 

be triggered by the inflammatory environment and contributes to the impairment of 

the skin barrier (Gutowska-Owsiak et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2011) (Figure 9). This 

phenomenon has also supported the hypothesis of a potential aggravation of the 

disease and homeostasis loss through external infectious agents or dysregulation of 

microbial components in the skin (Di Meglio et al., 2011). 
 

4.3 Additional Th cell lineages in psoriasis: Th9 and IL-9 

Our understanding of human Th cell lineages continues to evolve as additional Th 

profiles are described. Thus, the exploration of their T-cell products could help 

understanding psoriasis disease, as is the case of Th9 and its cytokine-signature, IL-9. 

IL-9 contributes to several inflammatory diseases, ranging from allergic to autoimmune 

pathologies. Despite some discrepancies, cellular sources of IL-9 may vary in different 

type and location of inflammatory diseases. Therefore, either in immune models for 

airway allergic, or lung and gut parasitic infections, mast cells, Th2 cells, natural killer 

(NK)-T cells and innate lymphoid cells (ILC) group 2, might produce IL-9 promoting 

allergic inflammation or parasite clearance, respectively (Noelle and Nowak, 2010; Spits 

and Di Santo, 2011; Wilhelm et al., 2012). However, Th9 cells may additionally contribute 

to these pathologies. Th9 cells lack expression of other Th cell lineage-specific 

transcription factors and cytokines (Noelle and Nowak, 2010), and, despite transcription 

factors PU.1 and IRF4 are required for its development (Chang et al., 2010; Staudt et al., 

2010), there is still unclear evidence for Th9 lineage uniqueness.   
 

IL-9R is expressed on immune cells, in which IL-9 could be promoting an autocrine and 

paracrine cell expansion, and on non-hematopoietic cells, such as lung epithelia and 

keratinocytes, in which it could induce the production of chemotactic factors (Hong et 
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al., 2015; Little et al., 2001). Studies in EAE models revealed that IL-9 may also contribute 

to autoimmune disease development, especially by facilitating Th17 cells expansion, 

which express high levels of IL-9R (Elyaman et al., 2009; Nowak et al., 2009). Recent 

studies in a murine model of ulcerative colitis suggest that IL-9 promotes gut 

inflammation through epithelial barrier impairment (Gerlach et al., 2014). However, as 

most of the existing reports are based on in vitro studies or murine models, a mounting 

interest in humans has led to new characterizations about Th9 biology and function in 

human disease.   
 

In the last years, mounting evidence of clinical significance of IL-9 and Th9 cells in the 

human has been suggested, especially regarding to chronic autoimmune and 

inflammatory systemic diseases. For instance, in ulcerative colitis, IL-9 and IL-9R are 

predominantly involved in its pathogenesis (Nalleweg et al., 2015). Also, IL-9 is increased 

in sera and synovial fluids of rheumatoid arthritis patients (Ciccia et al., 2015), acting as 

a T-cell growth factor, and IL9R polymorphism has been linked to this disease 

(Burkhardt et al., 2009). In psoriatic arthritis, circulating numbers of Th9 cells correlates 

with disease activity, and interestingly they decrease after anti−TNF-α and ustekinumab 

treatments, suggesting a clinical involvement (Ciccia et al., 2016). 
 

Recently, IL-9 was demonstrated to have a putative involvement in psoriasis. Aside from 

the evidence of IL9 gene presence in the psoriatic susceptibility region (5q31.1) (Friberg 

et al., 2006; Modi et al., 1991), IL-9 production was found in supernatants from activated 

CD4+ T cells from psoriasis patients, and higher numbers of IL-9R+ and IL-9+ cells were 

found in psoriatic skin lesions than in healthy samples (Schlapbach et al., 2014; Singh et 

al., 2013). In addition, those studies revealed a relevant link between Th9 and skin by 

showing that human healthy blood-derived Th9 cells primarily belonged to the CLA+ 

skin-homing effector T-cell population (Schlapbach et al., 2014). Therefore, tissue 

localization of Th9 cells in the skin may constitute a key factor for psoriasis disease that 

should be longer studied, especially in relation to Th17 cells activity. 

 

5. Clynical types of psoriasis: plaque and guttate psoriasis 

 

Despite the distinctive appearance of the skin lesions, several clinical phenotypes of 

psoriasis are recognized that share identical histopathological changes in the skin but 

with highly variable morphology, distribution, severity, course and patient’s age at 
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disease. Chronic plaque psoriasis, commonly named as “psoriasis vulgaris”, accounts 

for 90% of the cases. Plaque-type patients generally develop the first psoriasis 

presentation at any age, starting as <1 cm round-oval plaques that peripherally expand 

to form plaques of one or several centimeters in diameter (Langley et al., 2005), a 

process which leads to moderate−severe form of disease in more than a third of plaque 

psoriasis patients, represented by more than 10% of body surface affection. In addition, 

the lesions are typically symmetrically distributed on the knees, scalp, elbows and body 

folds (Figure 10a).  
 

Other clinical subtypes of psoriasis include the guttate psoriasis, an acute form with a 

2% prevalence of total cases of psoriasis, in which this thesis has been mainly focused. 

Lesions are small drop-shaped papules of less than 1 cm in diameter, ranging from 5−10 

to over 100 lesions centripetally distributed (Figure 10b). In contrast with the chronic 

plaques, guttate psoriasis is especially common in adolescents and early adulthood, an 

age distribution that was also observed in our recruited participants (Figure 10c).  Also, 

after the onset of symptoms, guttate psoriasis is usually self-limiting, resolving within a 

few months (Griffiths and Barker, 2007). Interestingly, 33−40% of those guttate patients 

develop chronic plaque disease in the future, and guttate flares are seen in already 

existing plaque-affected patients (Ko et al., 2010; Langley et al., 2005).  

 

 

Figure 10. Psoriasis variable morphology. a) The commonest 
form of psoriasis is plaque psoriasis, with well-circumscribed 
round-oval plaques (Langley et al., 2005). b) Droplet-like 
lesions describe an acute form of psoriasis, namely guttate 
psoriasis (Lee, 2016). c) Frequency in age distribution of the 
plaque and guttate psoriasis participants of the studies 
included in the present thesis. GP: Guttate Psoriasis; PP: Plaque 
Psoriasis. 
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6. Genetic basis of psoriasis 

 

Population studies show that about 30% of the individuals with psoriasis vulgaris have 

an affected first degree relative, which increases up to a 50% chance of developing the 

disease if both parents and a sibling are affected (Griffiths and Barker, 2007). Psoriasis 

has an acknowledged but complex genetic basis, but functional relationships between 

the predisposing genetic factors and the cellular elements of the pathogenic immunity 

are not well worked out (Liu et al., 2006). At least 12 psoriasis susceptibility loci, termed 

PSORS, have been identified (Table 4), and several additional loci have been assigned 

by linkage analysis and genome-wide association studies (GWAS) (Duffin and Krueger, 

2009; Wagner et al., 2010).  
 

 

Table 4. Psoriasis susceptibility loci (Wagner et al., 2010). 
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The strongest association was found for the PSORS1 locus, which is located within the 

major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I region on chromosome 6p. This 

association has been virtually replicated in all linkage studies of psoriasis, and accounts 

for 35−50% of the heritability of the disease, (Capon et al., 2002; Trembath et al., 1997). 

Although several genes within this locus encode proteins that are expressed in the skin, 

its most relevant allele is the HLA-Cw6. Indeed, in a northern European study, this allele 

was found in 60−65% of patients and only in 15% of healthy controls.  HLA-Cw6 is a 

strong marker for early-onset psoriasis. In one study, 85% of patients with onset before 

the age of 40 years had at least one HLA-Cw6 allele, compared with 15% of those with 

onset after this age (Griffiths and Barker, 2007). Actually, guttate psoriasis, an acute 

onset form previously described, is strongly associated with PSORS1 (Asumalahti et al., 

2003). Furthermore, HLA-Cw6−positive psoriasis patients differ from the HLA-

Cw6−negative in several clinical features, involving a higher risk of developing the 

disease (Gudjonsson et al., 2006), a more sever profile, and show a better clinical 

response to biological treatments like ustekinumab (Talamonti et al., 2013). Despite 

HLA-Cw6 is still an interesting candidate gene as the susceptibility factor at PSORS1, 

since it might be involved in immune responses at the level of antigen presentation, no 

disease-specific mutations have been identified. And as the penetrance of PSORS1 is 

proposed to be about 10−15%, other genetic variants and/or environmental factors are 

required for disease development (Bowcock and Krueger, 2005). 

 

7. Psoriasis and streptococcal infection 

7.1 Streptococcal throat infections impact on psoriasis course  

As a multifactorial disease, genetics partly explains the onset of psoriasis in predisposed 

individuals. Therefore, a clear additional environmental influence is needed as a trigger 

factor. Although infections by various microorganisms have been implicated in the 

disease process, including fungi (e.g. Candida albicans), several studies agree with the 

crucial link between throat infections with β-hemolytic streptococci and the initiation 

and exacerbation of psoriasis. Actually, it has been reported that among HLA-

Cw6−positive psoriasis patients, pharyngitis caused by Streptococcus pyogenes (S. 

pyogenes) −a group A β-hemolytic streptococci− may contribute to the onset or 

exacerbation of the inflammatory process of skin lesions. Interestingly, the close relation 

between the HLA-Cw6 allele and guttate-type psoriasis is also reflected by the fact that 
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streptococcal pharyngitis often precedes the onset of this particular phenotype of the 

disease in 56−97% of cases (Prinz, 2001), and raised anti-streptolysin O (ASO) titers are 

usually found, likely indicating an infection with group A streptococci. For these reasons, 

it is suggested that guttate psoriasis patients may display a particular genetically 

determined sensitivity to streptococcal infection (Weisenseel et al., 2002). Besides these 

observations, the streptococcal influence is not limited to this acute psoriasis subtype, 

but there is evidence demonstrating that infection by this microbe in psoriatic plaque 

patients results in an exacerbation of the disease symptoms (Gudjonsson et al., 2003). 

Also, such infections are approximately 10 times more frequent in chronic plaque 

psoriasis patients compared with control population (Gudjonsson et al., 2003), their 

tonsils are more frequently infected by β-hemolytic streptococci than are recurrently 

infected tonsils from patients without psoriasis (Sigurdardottir et al., 2013), and, finally, 

their serum IgG titers against S. pyogenes are increased compared with controls (El-

Rachkidy et al., 2007). Remarkably, tonsillectomy has been described to be effective in 

ameliorating psoriasis evolution (Rachakonda et al., 2015; Thorleifsdottir et al., 2012). 

Therefore, streptococcal infection is clinically relevant for psoriasis development, either 

in guttate or plaque forms (Thorleifsdottir et al., 2016).  
   

Other entry routes for streptococcal antigens could be considered as instigators of the 

disease. For instance, S. pyogenes has been detected in the skin but not in the throats 

of some patients with guttate psoriasis (Fahlén et al., 2012), and some authors have 

proposed that its transitory intracutaneous presence during streptococcal pharyngitis 

would be enough to generate an antibacterial immune response that would lead to 

autoimmunity against local skin proteins by molecular mimicry (Mallbris et al., 2005), a 

concept discussed in the next section. Overall, the relationship between streptococcal 

antigens and subsequent psoriatic clinical events has to be further studied. 
 

7.2 Functional association between S. pyogenes and CLA+ T cells in psoriasis 

 

7.2.1 Streptococcal tonsilitis and T cell sensitization. 

 

DCs may induce the expression of tissue-specific homing receptors on T cells consistent 

with the organ from which those DCs come. However, DCs from the upper respiratory 

truck and the tonsils may constitute an exception, since they seem to generate some 

skin-homing CLA+ T cells (Sabat et al., 2007). Actually, 5−10% of tonsillar T cells express 
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CLA, and it has been reported that streptococcal superantigens (SAgs) can induce 

expression of CLA via induction of IL-12 (Berg et al., 1991; Leung et al., 1995a). SAgs are 

microbial toxins that bind to the variable region of the T-cell receptor (TCR)Vβ chain 

and to MHC class II molecules. Such binding is not restricted by polymorphic 

determinants of MHC class II molecules or antigen presentation, resulting in extensive 

heterogeneity in T cell clonal activation. However, each SAg is associated with a 

characteristic TCRVβ ‘fingerprint’, for example, streptococcal pyrogenic exotoxin (SPE)-

C triggers the activation and expansion of T cells carrying Vβ2.1, Vβ3.2, Vβ12.5 and 

Vβ15.1 with a strong preference for Vβ2.1 (Proft and Fraser, 2016). Therefore, initially 

researchers had proposed a role for SAgs as triggers of psoriasis disease. Actually, skin 

biopsies from patients with acute guttate psoriasis, but not from healthy controls, 

demonstrated expansion of Vβ2+ T cells containing an extensive junctional diversity 

compatible with a SAg rather than a conventional antigen-driven T-cell response 

(Leung et al., 1995b). Such relation between CLA+ T cells and the response to 

streptococcal SAgs in psoriasis patients was also supported by the increased TCRVβ2 

chain expression in those skin-homing CLA+ T lymphocytes in psoriasis vulgaris 

(Davison et al., 1999). However, later evidence determined that streptococcal SAgs only 

induced higher proliferative rates in CLA+ Vβ2+ T cells from active guttate psoriasis, but 

not from chronic plaque psoriasis (Davison et al., 2001b).  
 

Further analysis of TCR usage in psoriasis lesions provided evidence of a conventional 

antigen driven T-cell activation (Menssen et al., 1995). The proposed SAg-dependent 

expansion of T cells sharing particular TCRVβ regions would not explain the continuous 

presence of the same clonal TCR rearrangements in chronic psoriatic plaques that 

persist in relapsing psoriasis, thus suggesting that a stable antigen-specific pathogenic 

T-cell response is involved in psoriatic inflammation over prolonged periods of time 

(Prinz et al., 1999; Vollmer et al., 2001). Also, identical TCRβ chain rearrangements in 

CLA+ T cells, but not in CLA- T cells, in streptococcal angina and in psoriasis vulgaris skin 

lesions were identified (Diluvio et al., 2006). Furthermore, previous data showed that T-

cell lines from psoriatic lesions may show a strong cross-reactivity to streptococcal 

antigens (Valdimarsson et al., 1997).  Altogether, these findings suggest that SAg might 

be involved in the development of guttate flares and may generally facilitate at least, 

the migration of tonsillar T cells to the skin through the induction of CLA expression, 

but the key step affecting the effector memory skin-homing T cell generation would be 

likely subjected to an antigen-specific selection of naive T cells in the tonsils (Diluvio et 
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al., 2006; Elder et al., 2010) (Figure 11, steps 1−3). This first priming step would be 

considered as a sensitization phase, similar to the sequence of events that take place in 

an immune reaction (Sabat et al., 2007). 
 

 

7.2.2 Cross-reacting T cells in psoriasis progression: an autoimmune disorder? 

 

Following the first priming step, there might be a silent phase without clinically skin-

associated symptoms as long as a precipitating factor, or several, such as trauma, 

infections, genetic predisposition, and stress episodes, triggers an effector phase that is 

initiated by the skin infiltration of various immune cells. Such infiltrate includes 

oligoclonal T cells driven by conventional antigens, which would contain dominant 

clones that can persist for a long time (Valdimarsson et al., 2009). It has been proposed 

that dermal CD4+ T cells respond to streptococcal peptidoglycans, and, interestingly, 

dermal macrophages containing such peptidoglycans have been detected (Baker et al., 

2006). Those streptococcal antigens could reach the skin through the bloodstream, 

where they are taken up by monocytes or macrophages that migrate as APCs into 

developing psoriatic lesions during streptococcal pharyngitis (Valdimarsson et al., 2009; 

Weisenseel and Prinz, 2005), or through compromised skin (Bergboer et al., 2012) 

(Figure 11, steps 4−6). However, those intracutaneous streptococcal antigens do not 

seem to persist long enough in psoriatic lesions to continue activating the persistent 

oligoclonal expansion of antigen-specific T cells. Then, it has been suggested that 

psoriasis maintenance could be explained by an autoimmune reaction, in which those 

infiltrating T cells might recognize and proliferate clonally in response to auto-antigens 

exposed or activated by the inflammatory process (Valdimarsson et al., 2009) (Figure 

11, step 7). Therefore, some authors support the hypothesis of a T-cell specificity, 

especially from CD8+ T cells, that could be cross-reacting to auto-epitopes presented 

by HLA-Cw6 or other HLA class I molecules on keratinocytes surface and/or cross-

presenting DCs (Gudjonsson et al., 2004; Valdimarsson et al., 2009). In this regard, it 

was reported the existence of common determinants between human keratins, 

structural filamentous proteins of the epithelia, and streptococcal M-protein, a virulence 

factor that prevents opsonization. Interestingly, throat infections preceding the onset 

or worsening of psoriatic lesions are only associated with the three groups of β-

hemolytic streptococci (A, C and G) that express M-protein on their surface 

(Gudjonsson et al., 2003).  
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Figure 11. Proposed pathogenic concept of streptococci-induced psoriasis. 1) Primary or 
worsening psoriasis manifestations are often triggered by tonsillar infection, especially by β-
hemolytic S. pyogenes. 2) SAgs induce on T cells the expression of the skin-homing receptor CLA. 
3) Repetitive TCR rearrangements reflects a clonal expansion of potentially cross-reactive CD4+ 
and CD8+ T cells that recognize streptococcal components that were internalized by APCs. 4) 
Effector memory T cells expressing CLA enter the bloodstream, together with some streptococcal 
components that are taken up by migrating APCs. 5) Psoriatic immune response involves an 
increased frequency in lesions of T cells primed against streptococcal antigens that become re-
activated by the presence of streptococcal antigens, carried by migratory APCs or entering 
through the disrupted skin (6), or by molecular mimicry through cutaneous self-peptides (7). 
Scheme adapted from Prinz, 2001. 
 
 

Those studies have been carried out by using peptides from keratin 17 (K17), which is 

up-regulated in psoriatic lesions, and M-protein from S. pyogenes, that showed 

sequence similarities, as well as motifs predicted to bind to HLA-Cw6 (Johnston et al., 

2004).  Subsequently, a markedly increased frequency of T cells that recognize such 

homologous determinants were detected in the blood of psoriasis patients, and >90% 

were positive for CLA (Gudmundsdottir et al., 1999; Johnston et al., 2004). Consequently, 

M-protein−primed T cells may recognize up-regulated keratin epitopes via molecular 

mimicry. Similar studies with predicted K17 sequences to bind to HLA class II molecule 

HLA-DRB1*04, that is significantly associated with psoriasis, although not as strongly as 

HLA-Cw6, showed a CD4-dependent response as well (Shen et al., 2005). However, 

CD4+ T cells showed little response to M-protein determinants (Baker et al., 2001), but 

still responded to streptococcal peptidoglycans, as previously mentioned.  
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In addition to skin keratins, other putative autoantigens in psoriasis have been 

described over the years, such as heat shock proteins, the AMP LL37, the melanocytic 

antigen ADAMTSL5, and, more recently, enzymatically processed lipids by 

phospholipase A2 and presented through CD1a to CD1a-autoreactive T cells (Arakawa 

et al., 2015; Besgen et al., 2010; Cheung et al., 2016; Lande et al., 2014). Ddespite they 

might be not associated with common streptococcal determinants, still support an 

autoimmune reaction in psoriasis. 
 

In spite of all this evidence, long-term treatments with antibiotics have not been 

effective for psoriasis (Owen et al., 2001), probably because streptococci can exist in 

both extracellular and intracellular spaces, thus forming intracellular reservoirs in the 

tonsillar epithelia and macrophages, which can contain a quiescent bacterial load after 

antibiotic therapies. These streptococci can re-activate, re-colonize and cause 

symptoms again, whereas tonsillectomy might remove this pool of streptococci 

(Österlund et al., 1997; Thorleifsdottir et al., 2016), a chirurgic treatment that has indeed 

been associated with psoriasis improvement in either plaque and guttate psoriasis 

patients, in 49% and 75% of the cases, respectively (Thorleifsdottir et al., 2016). In fact, 

frequency in circulating CLA+ T cells that recognize shared M-protein and human 

keratins determinants decrease after tonsillectomy and correlate with the degree of 

clinical improvement (Thorleifsdottir et al., 2012).  
 

Overall, skin-homing CLA+ T cells might constitute the functional link between genetic 

predisposition, microbial infection in psoriasis (Prinz, 2001), and the appearance or 

worsening of the psoriatic lesions. Therefore, the study of the phenotypical outcome 

from isolated circulating CLA+ T cells in terms of their immune response displayed 

against S. pyogenes, could bring valuable information about disease status and course 

and would support the translational value of CLA+ T cells as cellular biomarkers. 
 

 

8. Mouse models for the study of psoriasis and limitations 

 

Psoriasis is only observed in humans, but numerous psoriasis-like murine models have 

been developed in order to constitute an approach for the study of this disease. Skin 

stratification is similar between mouse and human, although the number of cellular 

layers for each compartment are thicker in human. Also, murine immune system 
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contains particular subtypes of cells, including abundant γδ T cells and dendritic 

epidermal T cells (DETC), that are highly reduced or absent, respectively, in humans 

(Figure 12). Despite these differences, some models are still useful that share histological 

features and molecular pathways (Pasparakis et al., 2014; Wagner et al., 2010). 
 

A mouse model that resembles all aspects of psoriasis has not yet been established, 

although one of the more informative models is the xenograft model, using 

symptomless pre-psoriatic human skin (Boyman et al., 2004; Flutter and Nestle, 2013; 

Wagner et al., 2010), but it entails a high technical difficulty. This kind of model has 

shown a relevant role of IFN-α of the innate immune system in driving adaptive 

response, since blocking this molecule prevented T-cell−dependent development of 

psoriasis in the grafted skin (Nestle et al., 2005). However, mAbs against IFN-α in 

humans have shown no clinical activity (Bissonnette et al., 2010).  

  

 

Figure 12. Structure and cellular components of the skin in mice and humans. Aside from the 
densely presence of hair follicles, the most characteristic differences of murine skin are its less 
number of epidermal layers and its content of immune cell types that do not currently exist in 
human skin, such as DETCs, or that are more representative in the skin inflammatory response in 
mice than in humans, such as γδ T cells (Pasparakis et al., 2014). 
 

 

Other easier approaches include the use of the imiquimod (IMQ)-induced model of 

psoriasis, which has increased in the past few years. The topical application of this 

Mouse skin Human skin 
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component constitutes a simple, rapid and effective method of inducing psoriasis in 

mice compared to other psoriasis models, and, importantly, there are clinical 

observations indicating that IMQ can exacerbate psoriasis in patients (Fanti et al., 2006). 

Moreover, IMQ is a potent immune activator and a Toll-like receptor (TLR)-7 (TLR7) 

ligand, and thus provides a model which highlights the pathogenic involvement of 

cytokines and the innate immune system in psoriasis (Wagner et al., 2010).  

Keratinocytes do not express TLR7, therefore the effect of the IMQ application implies 

other targets as LCs, which are induced to migrate to the skin lymph nodes (Suzuki et 

al., 2000), or pDCs, which become mature (Gibson et al., 2002). In this model, psoriatic-

associated transcripts are increased as soon as 24 hours after the first topical application 

(Walter et al., 2013), and resembles most of the human lesion features: acanthosis, 

parakeratosis, abnormal epidermis differentiation and immune cell infiltration, including 

mononuclear cells, neutrophils, DCs and T cells. However, despite the IL-23/Th17 axis is 

crucial for the IMQ psoriasiform model development (van der Fits et al., 2009), the skin 

hyperplasia and inflammation are primarily mediated by IL-22, which is produced by 

Th17 cells in mice, whereas IL-17 seems to have a lesser role (Krueger, 2012) (Figure 13). 

Conversely, abolition of IL-22 activity in humans induces no consistent improvements 

in a large fraction of psoriasis patients (Antoniu, 2012), while blocking IL-17A or IL-17RA 

leads to a rapid strong clinical improvement in more than 80% of treated subjects.  

 

 

Figure 13. Skin inflammation in patients with psoriasis and mouse models of disease. Different 
cytokines play key roles as main inducers of skin inflammation and histological features in humans 
and mice. While in humans, biological therapies point to a clear contribution of IL-17 signaling 
pathways, in mice those mirrored effects seem to be orchestrated by IL-22 (Krueger, 2012).  
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Thus, key cytokine divergence between psoriasis mouse models and real disease in 

humans argues for a need of further translational studies to better understand cytokine 

mechanisms in psoriasis skin inflammation, especially focusing on IL-17 effects. Also, 

murine models are far to represent the multifactorial background of this disease that 

humans do, as exposed in previous sections. 

 

9. A new ex vivo model 

9.1 Background and rationale 

- Circulating skin-homing CLA+ T cells constitute peripheral cellular biomarkers for 

human T-cell−mediated skin diseases, thus providing a tool for translational evaluation 

of effector responses upon their interaction with cognate pathogens that match the 

pathogenesis.  
 

- The clinical association between S. pyogenes throat infections and guttate or plaque 

psoriasis flares is well established, being especially strong in guttate psoriasis. 
 

- The need of new translational tools due to: 1) limitations of the existing non-human 

models to evaluate psoriasis as a human complex disease; and 2) assumptions in 

disease mechanisms requires demonstration in human immune system 
 

9.2 Ex vivo coculture with memory T cells and autologous epidermal cells 

 

On the one hand, in order to reproduce the initial interaction between T lymphocytes 

and epidermal cells in psoriasis, a new ex vivo model has been established. It consists 

of cocultures that contain psoriatic circulating effector memory CLA+ or CLA- T cells, 

together with autologous epidermal cells obtained from the skin lesions (abbreviated 

as CLA+/Epi or CLA-/Epi). The coculture is then activated with a S. pyogenes extract (SE), 

that consists of a sonicated preparation containing isolated strains from infected tonsils 

of psoriasis patients. Then, this system allows the evaluation of this clinically relevant 

trigger in the generation of the immune response in the context of the cellular 

components in psoriatic lesions (Figure 14).  
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Figure 14. Ex vivo human model for the study of psoriasis. Epidermal cells are isolated from lesional 
skin punches, and are cocultured with autologous skin-homing CLA+ effector memory T cells 
isolated from peripheral blood. CLA- T cells are used as a control for other restricted-tissue 
tropisms. Simultaneously, cocultures are challenged with SE.  

 

The activation of the CLA+/Epi coculture with SE leads to the production of cytokines 

from Th1/Th17/Th22 profiles and chemokines associated with psoriatic lesions, as well 

as to the activation and proliferation of epidermal cells in vitro and in vivo (Ferran et al., 

2013b, see full article in page 157, in Appendix I). Furthermore, the use of human 

samples in this model allows the evaluation of the effector function triggered by the ex 

vivo stimulation with SE together with other patient’s associated features, such as the 

genetic (HLA-Cw6) and environmental triggering factors (previous streptococcal 

pharyngitis), duration of disease, the severity of disease and/or the psoriasis form (see 

left panel in Figure 15, page 50). 
 

On the other hand, as this model is trying to reproduce the initial inflammatory focus 

of psoriatic lesions, the use of coculture supernatants on in vitro cultured normal 

cutaneous resident cells, such as keratinocytes. This approach provides a tool to 

evaluate the effector function capability of such conditioned supernatants to switch 

keratinocyte gene expression from a healthy profile to a psoriatic-like one, especially 

allowing for the exploration of IL-17A downstream regulated targets (see right panel in 

Figure 15, see page 50).  
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The general aim of the present dissertation is the use of the ex vivo approach to further 

characterize diverse aspects of psoriatic disease, which are exposed in the following 

objectives: 

 

- Objective 1: To characterize the CLA+ T-cell−dependent responses profiles 

induced by SE, and distinguish clinical profiles according to genetics (HLA-

Cw6 allele), environmental-associated factors/parameters (pharyngitis, 

ASO), and/or severity of disease (PASI). 

 

- Objective 2: To identify and characterize new genes potentially involved in 

psoriasis through the evaluation of the action of enriched supernatants 

from SE-activated CLA+/Epi cocultures on cutaneous resident cells (e.g. 

keratinocytes). 

 

The diagram shown in Figure 15 outlines the integrative approaches and steps that 

were followed to achieve the objectives. 
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Figure 15. Diagram illustrating the integrated approaches used in this thesis. All procedures are subjected to the isolation of cellular components (memory 

CLA+/CLA- T cells and epidermal cells) from psoriasis or healthy control subjects. Left side of the figure represents the studies carried out with patients 

with guttate (GP) and/or plaque psoriasis (PP) patients, and that were focused on the characterization of the effector responses exerted by the ex vivo 

cocultures. The lower right side of the figure shows the identification and characterization process of a selected IL-17−induced target in keratinocytes, the 

ribonuclease MCPIP1, which is encoded by ZC3H12A gene.  
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ABSTRACT 

Background: The putative role of IL-9 in skin diseases has recently been described, since 

many Th9 cells constitute a subset of cutaneous lymphocyte-associated antigen (CLA)-

positive memory T cells in humans. However, IL-9 responses against clinically relevant 

pathogenic triggers in psoriasis, such as Streptococcus pyogenes, which causes throat 

infections that precede the onset or exacerbations of guttate and plaque psoriasis, 

respectively, have not been characterized. 

Objective: This study aims to investigate the production of IL-9 in a psoriatic ex vivo 

approach in response to a disease-associated innate stimulus, the S. pyogenes, and to 

evaluate its function over other coexisting effector immune responses. 

Methods: The ex vivo assays are based on a coculture of peripheral memory T cells with 

autologous epidermal cells from samples from either psoriatic (n=31) or healthy control 

subjects (n=10). After activation with an extract of S. pyogenes (SE), IL-9 production was 

evaluated in the coculture-derived supernatants, together with IL-17A and IFN-γ, which 

are known to be key mediators in psoriasis development. In order to establish cellular 

contribution to the model and the potential paracrine activity of IL-9 on other cytokines 

production, blocking assays were performed. 

Results: S. pyogenes triggered the simultaneous production of IL-9, together with IL-

17A and IFN-γ, that depended on CLA+ T cell and epidermal cell interaction, and 

through HLA class I and II presentation. Neutralization of IL-9 in cultures of CLA+ T cells 

and epidermal cells activated by SE, reduced IL-17A production but had no effect on 

IFN-γ production. Cocultures from guttate or plaque psoriasis patients indistinctly 

produced similar amounts of IL-9 levels. 

Conclusion: Our results support a potential role of IL-9 in promoting psoriasis 

inflammation through memory CLA+ T cells, when activated by a clinically relevant 

innate trigger in psoriasis, and especially by up-regulating IL-17A production. 
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Key messages: 

- T-cell production of IL-9, through the interaction with autologous epidermal 

cells and S. pyogenes activation, is preferentially exerted by psoriatic circulating 

CLA+ T cells. 

 

- IL-9 might be functionally significant since it supports IL-17A production, 

suggesting a potential contribution to psoriasis immunopathology.  

 

 

Capsule Summary:  

IL-9 is preferentially produced by psoriatic skin-homing CLA+ T cells upon activation 

with S. pyogenes, through the interaction with autologous lesional epidermal cells in a 

MHC-dependent manner, and simultaneously enhances IL-17A production, thus 

suggesting a pathogenic role in psoriasis. 

 

 

Key Words: IL-9, psoriasis, CLA, Streptococcus pyogenes, IL-17A  

 

Abbreviations:  

CA: Candida albicans 

CLA: Cutaneous lymphocyte-associated antigen 

CLA+/Epi or CLA-/Epi: Cocultures of either CLA+ or CLA- T cells and autologous 

epidermal cells. 

SE: Streptococcus pyogenes extract 

SEB: Superantigen staphylococcal enterotoxin B 
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INTRODUCTION 

Th9 cells participate in different inflammatory processes such as allergy, infection, tumor 

immunity, and autoimmune diseases (1-3). IL-9R is expressed on immune cells and on 

non-hematopoietic cells, as lung and gut epithelia, and keratinocytes (4-6). Thus, on 

the one hand, studies of experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis models revealed 

that IL-9 may contribute to autoimmune disease development, especially by facilitating 

Th17 cells expansion, which express high levels of IL-9R (7,8). On the other hand, recent 

studies in a murine model of ulcerative colitis suggest that IL-9 promotes gut 

inflammation through epithelial barrier impairment (9).  

In the last years, mounting evidence of clinical significance of IL-9 and Th9 cells in the 

human has been suggested, especially regarding chronic autoimmune and 

inflammatory systemic diseases. For instance, in ulcerative colitis, IL-9 and its receptor 

are predominantly involved in its pathogenesis (10). Also, IL-9 has been found to be 

increased in sera and synovial fluids of rheumatoid arthritis patients (11), and IL9R 

polymorphism has been linked to this disease (12). In psoriatic arthritis, circulating 

numbers of Th9 cells correlates with disease activity, and interestingly they decrease 

after anti−TNF-α and ustekinumab treatments, suggesting a clinical involvement (13). 

Recently, an association between Th9 and skin in human has been described, since 

healthy blood-derived Th9 cells are primarily an effector skin-homing CLA+ T cell 

population that selectively respond to Candida albicans (CA) presented by autologous 

monocytes (3). Interestingly, circulating CLA+ T cells constitute cellular biomarkers for 

T-cell−mediated skin diseases since their phenotype and number correlate with the 

cutaneous clinical conditions (14). In addition, IL-9 has been suggested to have a 

putative involvement in psoriasis. The IL9 gene is present in the psoriatic susceptibility 

region (5q31.1) (15, 16), but its functional role in psoriasis patients is poorly characterized. 

IL-9 was found in supernatants from CD4+ T cells from psoriasis patients after polyclonal 

activation, and higher numbers of IL-9R+ and IL-9+ cells were found in psoriatic skin 

lesions than in healthy samples (3,17). We have recently established an ex vivo model 

of psoriasis that uses circulating memory CLA+ T cells together with autologous lesional 

epidermal cells. Streptococcal throat infections can trigger or exacerbate guttate and 

plaque psoriasis, respectively, and several studies support the benefit of tonsillectomy 

(18). Then, activation of these cocultures with an extract of S. pyogenes (SE) resulted in 

the production of psoriatic inflammatory Th17/Th1 responses, both in guttate and 
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plaque psoriasis samples (19,20). Thus, the components of these cultures make this 

model an optimal scenario for the characterization of IL-9 production in an ex vivo 

disease environment that allows for expansion of current understanding of the IL-9 role 

in psoriasis (3,17), as well as of its relationship with IL-17A.  Here, we report that IL-9 was 

mostly produced by CLA+ T cells, depended on epidermal cells interaction and HLA 

class I and class II presentation in S. pyogenes-activated psoriatic cocultures. Such 

response followed a similar pattern to that of IL-17A, the production of which was in 

turn enhanced by IL-9. This is the first study showing how an innate stimulus that trigger 

psoriasis in the clinic, generates an IL-9 response selectively through CLA+ T cells and 

epidermal cells interaction, and contributing to IL-17A production, but not IFN-γ. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Patients 

This study was performed with human samples and in accordance with the Declaration 

of Helsinki. A total of 31 psoriasis patients and 10 healthy individuals were recruited from 

three different hospitals (see supplementary Table S1). All participants contributed 

voluntarily and provided written informed consent. Psoriatic sample collection included 

patients with guttate (n=19) or plaque (n=12) lesions, without any age or gender 

restriction. Patients that received any systemic treatment for the last 6 weeks were 

excluded in order not to obtain underestimated cellular activation. Patients and healthy 

subjects underwent two skin biopsies, which were punched in lesions in psoriatic cases, 

and a blood extraction. All experimental procedures were run with fresh isolated 

samples in an external non-hospital laboratory.  

Circulating memory T cell and epidermal cell isolation 

Memory CD45RA- CLA+ and CLA- T cells were purified from blood samples after 

isolation of peripheral blood mononuclear cells by Ficoll (GE Healthcare, Princeton, NJ) 

gradient, and subsequent immunomagnetic separations as described previously (19). 

Skin biopsies were incubated overnight in Dispase (Corning, Bedford, Mass) at 4ºC, 

then epidermal sheet was peeled off from the dermis. The epidermis was cut in smaller 

pieces that were incubated in trypsin solution (Biological Industries, Kibbutz Beit 

Haemek, Israel) for 30 minutes at 37ºC. Equal volume of RPMI media (SIGMA-Aldrich, 

St Louis, Mo) containing 10% of FBS (Gibco, Grand Island, NY) was added to inhibit 
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trypsin action. Epidermal tissue was then mechanically disaggregated by gently up and 

down pipetting. Epidermal cell suspension was transferred to fresh media [RPMI, 10% 

FBS, 1% penicillin-streptomycin (SIGMA-Aldrich)], and the remaining tissue scaffold was 

discarded.  

Cultures and pathogen activation  

Ex vivo cocultures consisted of the culture of 5x104 CLA+ or CLA- T cells with 3x104 

autologous epidermal cells (CLA+/Epi or CLA-/Epi, respectively), in 96-well flat-bottom 

plates (Nunc, Rosklide, Denmark), in the culture media described above. Cocultures 

were left untreated or activated for 5 days with pathogens preparations: an extract of 

Streptococcus pyogenes obtained from sonicated S. pyogenes isolated from throat 

swabs from patients with psoriasis, used at 1 µg/mL; commercial CA preparation 

(GREER Labs, Lenoir, NC) at 20 µg/mL; and staphylococcal enterotoxin B (SEB) (SIGMA-

Aldrich) at 100 ng/mL. In cultures containing T cells alone, the above-mentioned 

amounts of each cell type were used, and activation with SE was equally performed. 

For the time course, supernatants from SE-activated cocultures were collected each day 

from replicated wells. For blocking assays, azide-free HLA-A/B/C (class I), HLA-DR (class 

II), or IL-9 neutralizing antibodies, or respective isotype IgG controls (Biolegend, San 

Diego, CA), were added at day 0 to cocultures from psoriatic samples prior to activation, 

at a final concentration of 10 µg/mL.  

Cytokine quantification 

Supernatants were kept frozen prior to cytokine quantification. Multiplex fluorescent 

bead-based immunoassay with Diaclone DIAplex kit (Gen-Probe, Besançon, France) 

was used for IL-17A and IFN-γ quantification. IL-9 concentration was measured by ELISA 

with pre-coated plates (Biolegend).  

Statistical Analysis 

Data are genetally represented as individual dots and the median. For multiple 

comparison, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) Kruskall-Wallis with Dunn’s post-

test was used. Differences between two groups were analyzed by Mann-Whitney test, 

and for paired comparisons Wilcoxon match pairs test was used. Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient was used to assess cytokine similarity. Differences were considered 
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significant at a P value of less than 0.05, and represented by symbols as follows: (*) or 

(#): P<0.05; (**) or (##): P<0.01; and (***) or (###): P<0.001. 

RESULTS 

SE induces IL-9 production, together with IL-17A and IFN-γ, preferentially in cocultures 

of circulating effector memory CLA+ T cells and autologous epidermal cells from 

psoriasis patients 

Supernatants generated from 31 cocultures derived from psoriasis samples and 10 

healthy controls were collected at day 5 for IL-9 quantification, along with IL-17A and 

IFN-γ (Fig 1). IL-9 was preferentially induced in psoriatic-derived cocultures containing 

CLA+ T cells (101.3 ± 40.3/275.7 pg/mL) over non-skin homing CLA- T cells (11.88 ± 

0/42.51 pg/mL) or CLA+/Epi cocultures from healthy controls samples (27.03 ± 0/83.7 

pg/mL). Similar response profile was observed for IL-17A production (Fig 1, B), and IFN-

γ (Fig 1, C), this latter also showing a higher production by activated CLA-/Epi cocultures 

than that from healthy controls (P<0.05; Fig 1, C).  

Other pathogens are likely to activate this coculture system, as it is CA and SEB (19). 

However, when CLA+/Epi or CLA-/Epi cocultures were directly challenged with CA, IL-9 

production was not observed in healthy donors, and it was specific of psoriatic-derived 

CLA+/Epi cocultures (Fig 1, D), as it was observed for SE. These selective responses from 

CLA+/Epi cocultures to SE and CA in psoriatic samples were not due to poor response 

from those coming from healthy controls, as SEB activation exerted the same IL-9 

induction capacity in both type of donors (Fig 1, E). 

As CLA+ T cells cultured with autologous epidermal cells produced the higher amounts 

of either IL-9, IL-17A and IFN-γ, we sought to analyze the correlation between them to 

check proportionality in the inflammatory response against SE stimulation. No 

significant correlation was found between IL-9 and IL-17A production, and dot plot 

distribution showed differing profiles in some supernatants, being IL-9 or IL-17A− 

predominant (Fig 1, F). Conversely, IL-9 and IFN-γ amounts significantly correlated, 

somehow indicating a similar proportion in both cytokines production in each coculture 

(Fig 1, G). Then, as expected, IL-17A and IFN-γ production did not correlate neither (Fig 

1, H), and differing responses were also observed, as it was observed for IL-9 vs. IL-17A.  
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Figure 1. Psoriatic circulating memory CLA+ T cells produce IL-9, together with IL-17A and IFN-γ, 

upon S. pyogenes activation. Peripheral circulating psoriatic (n=31) or helathy (n=10) CD45RA- 

CLA+ or CLA- T cells were cocultured with autologous epidermal cells, and IL-9 (A), IL-17A (B) and 

IFN-γ (C) were measured in supernatants after 5 days of stimulation with SE. IL-9 levels were 

measured in 5 days supernatants from psoriatic (n=12) or healthy controls (n=10) cocultures 

activated by CA (D) or SEB (E). Cell types and pathogens presence (+) or absence (-) for each 

coculture condition are defined below the x-axis. Data are represented by dot plots, each one 

representing the values of one patient-derived coculture supernatant, and the median. P values 

symbols (#) indicate differences with basal CLA+/Epi or CLA-/Epi untreated conditions. Linear 

correlations between CLA+/Epi/SE-produced cytokines; IL-9 vs IL-17A (F); IL-9 vs IFN-γ (G); and 

IFN-γ vs IL-17A (H). NS: non-significant. 

 

SE-induced IL-9 production by circulating CLA+ T cells requires of autologous 

epidermal cells and depends on HLA-mediated presentation  

In order to understand the contribution of epidermal cells in IL-9 production in the 

coculture, IL-9 content, along with that of IL-17A and IFN-γ, was evaluated in cultures 

with either T cells alone or with lesional epidermal cells (Fig 2, A−C). SE activity was 

minimal in T cells cultures, while the presence of autologous lesional epidermal cells 

were actually responsible for the production of IL-9, IL-17A and IFN-γ by T cells, highly 
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enhancing IL-9 and IL-17A production by CLA+ T cells over CLA- T cells (P<0.05, Fig 2, 

A and B). Such effector responses were dependent on HLA class I and II molecules, 

which led to about 50% and 90−100% of inhibition of cytokine production when they 

were respectively neutralized in the coculture (Fig 2, D−F, and see Fig S1). Thus, potential 

interactions with SE-derived antigen/s, either through HLA class I or II molecules, may 

be involved in IL-9 production (Fig 2, D), as well as in that of IL-17A and IFN-γ (Fig 2, E 

and F, respectively), which was consistent with previously reported results (19).  

Figure 2.  S. pyogenes-associated IL-9, IL-17A and IFN-γ production by psoriatic cocultures is 

enhanced by the presence of epidermal cells and depends on HLA class I and II molecules. CLA+ 

or CLA-T cells alone or cocultured with autologous epidermal cells and were activated with SE or 

left untreated. IL-9 (A), IL-17A (B) and IFN-γ (C) were measured in each cell culture supernatants 

after 5 days (n=7). Cell types and SE presence (+) or absence (-) for each culture condition are 

defined below the x-axis. HLA class I and class II molecules were neutralized at day 0 in the SE-

activated cocultures, or cocultures were treated with control IgG isotype. IL-9 (D), IL-17A (E) and 

IFN-γ (F) measured at day 5 are shown (n=6), and pairwise compared respect to isotype values. 

Data are represented by dot plots, each one representing the values of one patient-derived 

coculture supernatant, and the median. 
 

Kinetics of the SE-dependent CLA+ production of IL-9 and contribution to IL-17A 

production in psoriasis 

The kinetics of IL-9 production upon SE-stimulation of psoriatic-derived CLA+/Epi 

cocultures were evaluated at different time points during 5 days of culture. IL-9, IL-17A 

and IFN-γ followed the same increasing tendency along the 5 days (Fig 3, A). Despite 
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IL-9 displayed no peak preceding IL-17A and IFN-γ production, blocking assays showed 

that IL-17A production depended by 50% on IL-9, while no such clear effect was 

observed in IFN-γ production (Fig 3, B, and Fig S2). 

 

Figure 3. IL-9 production induced by S. pyogenes follows similar IL-17A and IFN-γ production 

kinetics and enhance IL-17A production. (A) IL-9, IL-17A and IFN-γ were measured in supernatants 

from psoriatic CLA+/Epi cocultures that were activated for 1 (n=2-3), 2 (n=1-2), 3 (n=2-3), 4 (n=1-

2) and 5 (n=2-3) days with SE. Each symbol represents the median ± interquartile range. (B) 

Neutralizing antibodies against IL-9 or IgG isotype control were added at day 0 of culture and 

were activated by SE. Then, IL-17A and IFN-γ levels were measured in 5 days supernatants from 

psoriatic CLA+/Epi and CLA-/Epi cocultures (n=7) and paired results were compared respect to 

isotype values. Each dot represents the values of one patient-derived coculture supernatant. 

 

IL-9 production by SE in CLA+/Epi cocultures is similarly induced in both guttate and 

plaque psoriasis-derived samples  

In this study, two types of psoriasis patients were included, guttate (n=19) and plaque 

psoriasis (n=12), and both responded to S. pyogenes activation in the ex vivo model.  

Cytokine profile was evaluated in these two different forms of psoriasis (Fig 4). In guttate 

psoriasis-derived cocultures activated by SE, significant paired difference was found for 

IL-17A (293.6 ± 48.5/979.4 pg/mL) compared with IL-9 (101.3 ± 22.6/275.7 pg/mL) or 

IFN-γ (75.5 ± 35.2/300.9 pg/mL) values within the same supernatants, confirming a 

clear predominant Th17 profile. Conversely, no clear preferential response towards IL-

9, IL-17A or IFN-γ production was found in plaque psoriasis, as respective measured 

amounts were similar among them (110 ± 42.6/406.3; 139 ± 56.35/352.1; and 111.4 ± 

24.9/304.2 pg/mL, respectively).  
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Figure 4. S. pyogenes-induced IL-9 by CLA+ T cells is produced by guttate and plaque psoriasis-

derived cocultures. Paired IL-9, IL-17A and IFN-γ production in SE-activated CLA+/Epi cocultures 

were compared within samples obtained from guttate psoriasis patients (n=19) or plaque psoriasis 

patients (n=12). Grey chart bars indicate median cytokine levels produced by healthy controls 

cocultures (n=10). Data are represented by dot plots, each one representing the values of one 

patient-derived coculture supernatant, and the median. 

 

DISCUSSION  

The role of IL-9 in psoriasis in humans is poorly characterized. IL-9−producing T cells, 

namely Th9, and IL-9R+ cells have been found to be increased in psoriasis lesions vs. 

healthy skin (3,17), thus suggesting a potential involvement in this disease. Additionally, 

polyclonal activation of CD4+ T cells isolated from psoriatic patients’ blood produced 

higher levels of IL-9 than controls (17), however it is not known whether clinically 

associated triggers of psoriasis can induce its production. 

Our results extend current understanding of the role of IL-9 in psoriasis by studying its 

role in an antigen-specific ex vivo model of psoriasis, where circulating CLA+ T cells and 

lesional epidermal cells are activated with S. pyogenes, a pathogen clinically validated 

as a trigger in this disease (19,20). In this model, IL-9 was preferentially produced by 

memory CLA+ T cells, together with IL-17A and IFN-γ upon activation with an extract of 

S. pyogenes in the presence of autologous lesional epidermal cells. Such S. pyogenes-

induced IL-9 production by CLA+ T cells was in a specific manner, since activation with 

SEB equally induced IL-9 production by psoriasis and healthy controls. The activation 

capacity of CA was also tested. In contrast to recent studies performed with CLA+ T cells 
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activated by autologous pulsed monocytes from healthy donors (3), we found that IL-

9 production was mainly associated with the cocultures containing CLA+ T cells and 

epidermal cells from psoriasis patients, but not from healthy controls. This difference 

may be due to the use of autologous monocytes instead of autologous epidermal cells, 

and the use of direct pathogen activation. 

Usually, those cocultures which are strong responders to SE produce high amounts of 

either IL-9, IL-17A and IFN-γ. However, lack of correlation between IL-9 and IL-17A was 

found, as well as between IL-17A and IFN-γ, while IL-9 correlated with IFN-γ. The exact 

reason of the existence of differing or matching proportionality between such 

production of cytokines, whether it is depending on T-cell phenotypes isolated from 

peripheral circulation and/or the specificity for SE, has yet to be elucidated.  

Optimal production of IL-9, as well as IL-17A and IFN-γ, depended on HLA class I and 

HLA class II presentation, and on the presence of epidermal cells as a possible source 

of antigen presenting cells. The IL-9, IL-17A and IFN-γ production was completely 

reduced by the addition of a blocking antibodies against HLA class II molecules and 

supports the role of CD4+ T cells as source of IL-9, as it has been proposed (3). 

Interestingly, about 50% of IL-9, IL-17A and IFN-γ depended on HLA class I 

presentation, which indicates a noteworthy role by CD8+ T cells, if it is taken into account 

the fact that this subset constitutes a minor fraction of the lymphocyte population in 

the coculture, even in activated conditions (data not shown). These results are in the 

line of our previous results (19), and deserve further studies. 

Previous reports about re-activation of in vitro polarized Th9 cells showed a peak of IL-

9 production at day 3 (21), and more recently, a transient increase of IL-9+ cells with a 

peak at day 2 was observed in polyclonal-activated CLA+ T cells from healthy individuals 

(3). This phenomenon preceded the up-regulation of other effector cells, including IL-

17+ and IFN-γ+ cells (3). For these reasons, we analyzed cytokine production in the 

supernatants of SE-activated CLA+/Epi cocultures at different days, but the same 

accumulating tendency over time was found for IL-9, IL-17A and IFN-γ production, 

thereby supporting that CLA+ T cells producing IL-9 were responding to SE in the same 

fashion as those producing IL-17A and IFN-γ did in the ex vivo cocultures. 

IL-9 has been shown to be associated with increased IL-17 production by different ways. 

In the K5.hTGF-β1 transgenic mouse, IL-9 injection increased mRNA expression of IL-
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17A, but not that of IFN-γ (17). Using purified human CD4+ T cells from psoriasis patients, 

IL-9 enhanced IL-17A production, and in healthy CLA+ T cells, IL-9 was required for a 

maximal activation-induced increase of IL-17+ CD4+ T cells (3,17). However, it is not 

known whether IL-9 plays a role in the innate-induced production of IL-17A by antigen-

specific responding T cells in psoriasis. Interestingly, when IL-9 was neutralized, a 50% 

reduction in SE-induced IL-17A production was found, whereas IFN-γ amounts were 

not altered.  

Frequently, psoriasis is described to be predominated by Th17 and Th1 immune 

responses (23), although IFN-γ it is not clinically validated in psoriasis since neutralizing 

monoclonal antibody against IFN-γ in the clinic does not improve lesions (24). 

Considering our results and other published data, we suggest that Th9 cells could 

additionally contribute to psoriatic inflammation. Furthermore, in two of the existing 

forms of disease, guttate and plaque psoriasis, SE-activation of circulating memory 

CLA+ T cells cultured with autologous lesional epidermal cells resulted in a similar 

response regarding to IL-9 production. When samples were not separately analyzed 

according to type of disease, IL-17A levels were higher than those of IL-9 and IFN-γ. 
However, independent characterization led us to understand that the IL-17A 

predominance was due to the guttate psoriasis response, probably due to its acute 

profile, thus confirming our previous reported data defining a predominant Th17 

response in guttate psoriasis (20). In plaque psoriasis, though, no predominant 

response was found, as levels of IL-17A were slightly diminished, but without 

significance, compared to guttate levels, and presented a mixed Th9/Th17/Th1 

response to SE. Still, IL-9 and IFN-γ levels were alike within and among each of these 

two psoriasis subtypes.  

Limitations of the current study include the indeterminacy of the exact cellular and 

molecular mechanisms underlying SE-activation of the cocultures, specially concerning 

to which specific epitopes could be recognized by T cells. Also, whether a real 

uniqueness of IL-9 T cell source exists in the cocultures has not been characterized. Last, 

the real significance of IL-9 in the clinics has to be further studied, and though we report 

that either guttate and plaque psoriasis patients are carrying skin-tropic memory CLA+ 

T cells with IL-9 effector properties, the impact on real lesion development is not 

clarified.  
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In summary, an IL-9 effector response is preferentially exerted in psoriatic circulating 

CLA+ T cells cultured with autologous epidermal lesional cells through S. pyogenes 

activation, along with IL-17A and IFN-γ, and following the same production pattern as 

well. Furthermore, IL-9 might be functionally significant by simultaneously promoting 

twice the IL-17A levels, suggesting a potential contribution to psoriasis 

immunopathology.  
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 

Figure S1. IL-9, IL-17A and IFN-γ production by SE is HLA class I and II dependent. Percentage of 

inhibition in cytokine production after 5 days of SE-activated CLA+/Epi cocultures with HLA class 

I or II blockade respective to isotype control (n=6).  Data are represented by dot plots, each one 

representing the values of one patient-derived coculture, and the median. 

 

 

Figure S2. IL-9 selectively enhances IL-17A by 50%, when both are produced by CLA+/Epi 

coculture activated by SE. Percentage of inhibition produced by IL-9 blockade in IL-17A and IFN-

γ production after 5 days of SE-activated CLA+/Epi cocultures respective to isotype control (n=7). 

Data are represented by dot plots, each one representing the values of one patient-derived 

coculture, and the median. 
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Participants Age Diagnostic 

26/02/2013 38 Guttate 

09/10/2013 23 Guttate 

10/10/2013 20 Guttate 

17/02/2014 34 Guttate 

08/04/2014 34 Guttate 

09/04/2014 30 Guttate 

07/05/2014 23 Guttate 

03/07/2014 26 Guttate 

25/09/2014 32 Guttate 

14/01/2015 30 Guttate 

15/01/2015 34 Guttate 

19/01/2015 25 Guttate 

26/02/2015 -- Guttate 

27/05/2015 19 Guttate 

25/06/2015 21 Guttate 

09/11/2015 38 Guttate 

04/02/2016 30 Guttate 

11/05/2016 20 Guttate 

23/05/2016 33 Guttate 

19/12/2013 21 Plaque 

12/02/2014 28 Plaque 

02/12/2014 43 Plaque 

10/12/2014 59 Plaque 

15/10/2015 32 Plaque 

27/10/2015 42 Plaque 

03/11/2015 65 Plaque 

02/03/2016 43 Plaque 

26/04/2016 58 Plaque 

03/05/2016 39 Plaque 

10/05/2016 59 Plaque 

19/05/2016 45 Plaque 

20/10/2011 -- Control 

19/12/2012 -- Control 

16/10/2013 47 Control 

22/10/2013 -- Control 

14/01/2014 51 Control 

20/01/2014 -- Control 

07/11/2014 50 Control 

21/11/2014 20 Control 

16/06/2015 47 Control 

14/07/2015 -- Control 

 

Table S1.  List of all participants in the study. 
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Peripheral CLA+ T-cell effector response to S. pyogenes in guttate psoriasis 

parallels anti-streptolysin O levels and PASI score with a common peak 

after disease onset 
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ABSTRACT 

Background: On the one hand, the association between throat infections with 

Streptococcus pyogenes and guttate psoriasis flares is well established, a process in 

which raised titers of anti-streptolysin O (ASO) in serum are usually found.  On the other 

hand, circulating skin-homing CLA+ T cells constitute peripheral cellular biomarkers for 

human T-cell−mediated skin diseases, thus providing a tool for translational evaluation 

of effector responses upon contact with cognate pathogens that match the 

pathogenesis. In this regard, S. pyogenes elicits cytokine production by CLA+ T cells in 

the presence of epidermal cells. However, further evaluation of the association of 

cytokine secretion with ASO levels, as well as with symptoms severity in those patients, 

would support the importance of the direct implication of strep-responsiveness of CLA+ 

T cells with clinical severity of the disease. 

Objective: To evaluate the patterns in ASO levels, psoriasis area severity index (PASI) 

score and cytokine production, through ex vivo cultures, in guttate psoriasis patients 

with different durations of disease at the moment of sampling.    

Methods: The study included 16 patients with guttate psoriasis, 11 with plaque psoriasis, 

and 10 healthy subjects. Psoriasis patients were examined for ASO titers and PASI score. 

Through an ex vivo approach, stimulation with an extract of Streptococcus pyogenes (SE) 

of cocultures containing memory T cells from peripheral blood, either CLA+ or CLA-, 

and autologous epidermal cells isolated from skin punches, was evaluated at cytokine 

levels in the supernatants. 

Results: We observed a peak at cytokine level in SE-stimulated CLA+/Epi cocultures 

from guttate psoriasis patients with skin rashes of 1 to 2 months of duration, and that 

were preceded by a pharyngitis episode, which matched the highest ASO blood levels 

and an increased PASI score.   

Conclusion: The common peak between raised ASO titers, PASI score, and the capacity 

of circulating CLA+ T cells to be re-stimulated with S. pyogenes, suggests the existence 

of a period of time during which the more strep-sensitized those cells, the more severity 

of the disease is reflected.  
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Key messages: 

- High effector capacity of circulating CLA+ T cells during strep-derived guttate 

psoriasis may imply more severe disease, or vice versa, especially during 1-2 

months after disease onset. 

- Such effector capacity varies in accordance with the streptococcal antigen 

exposure, and thus prospective valuable studies in the guttate course of 

psoriasis should be focused on peaks of streptococcal-sensitization periods. 

 

Capsule Summary:  

CLA+ T cell-dependent high cytokine responses to ex vivo activation with S. pyogenes 

in guttate psoriasis patients with a 1−2 months period of disease duration, parallels with 

peaks in ASO and PASI levels, which supports defining CLA+ T cell as a functional link 

between streptococcal infection and lesion severity.  

 

Key Words: guttate psoriasis, CLA, Streptococcus pyogenes, ASO, PASI  

 

Abbreviations:  

ASO: anti-streptolysin O 

CLA: Cutaneous lymphocyte-associated antigen 

CLA+/Epi or CLA-/Epi: Cocultures of either CLA+ or CLA- T cells and autologous 

epidermal cells 

PASI: Psoriasis area severity index 

SE: Streptococcus pyogenes extract 
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INTRODUCTION 

Psoriasis is an inflammatory immune-mediated skin disease which usually occurs in 

individuals with genetic susceptibility in conjunction with environmental triggers, as it is 

common for multifactorial diseases. Affected skin is classically characterized by a focal 

formation of sharply demarcated, red, and slightly raised lesions with constantly 

shedding silvery-white scales. Several clinical phenotypes of psoriasis are recognized 

that share such histopathological changes in the skin but with highly variable 

morphology, distribution, severity and course. In this regard, guttate-type of psoriasis 

is generally an acute form presented as small drop-shaped lesions and, generally, self-

limiting (1). Interestingly, almost 40% of guttate psoriasis patients will later develop 

chronic plaque psoriasis, which is the commonest form of the disease, since it accounts 

for 90% of the cases, and guttate flares are seen in already existing plaque-affected 

patients (2), thus contributing to its natural history.   

The onset of guttate psoriasis is often preceded by tonsillar infection with Streptococcus 

pyogenes, a group A β-hemolytic streptococci, which constitutes a well-characterized 

environmental trigger. Interestingly, streptococcal superantigens can induce the 

surface expression of the cutaneous lymphocyte-associated antigen (CLA) on T cells 

(3). In addition, identical skin-homing CLA+ T-cell clonotypes, but not CLA- , have been 

found in streptococcal angina and in skin lesions in patients with streptococcal-driven 

psoriasis, thereby supporting a pathogenic link between those cells generated in the 

infected tonsils and subsequent skin lesion immune response, which implies their 

migration from tonsils to cutaneous sites (4). Such CLA+ T cells infiltrating psoriatic 

lesions would contain potentially cross-reactive clones that could persist for a long time, 

potentially by recognizing self-epitopes via molecular mimicry (5,6). The fact that these 

effector memory CLA+ T cells have been suggested to recirculate between skin and 

blood during cutaneous inflammation due to the observed effects upon skin T-cell 

trafficking blockade with anti−LFA-1 treatments (7–10), and that phenotypical changes 

in circulating CLA+ T cells are related to severity and clinical evolution in T-cell−mediated 

skin diseases (11,12), indicates that their study may provide valuable translational 

information.  For instance, we recently developed an ex vivo model of psoriasis in which 

isolated peripheral memory CLA+ T cells and autologous lesional epidermal cells are 

cocultured in presence of an extract of S. pyogenes (SE). Such experiments have 

revealed a high production of psoriasis-associated cytokines, including the main 
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signature products of Tc17/Th17 and Tc1/Th1 cells, IL-17A and IFN-γ, respectively (13,14), 

as well as IL-9 (unpublished data), in both guttate and plaque psoriasis samples.  

Effector memory CLA+ T cells may represent the functional link between pharyngitis 

episodes and subsequent lesion development. However, at present it is not known to 

what extent the streptococcal-specific T-cell immune−mediated response in guttate 

psoriasis relates to the clinical status. Generally, ASO blood levels are raised in those 

patients, however variable values can be found, either because of intrinsic constitutional 

factors that affect the antibody response and/or the duration of disease at the moment 

of sampling. Here, we aim to evaluate a possible association of raising ASO titers, as a 

systemic evidence of streptococcal infection, and PASI score, with the effector 

responses exerted by isolated CLA+ T cells against S. pyogenes, by the same time of 

sampling.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS  

Patients 

The study included 16 guttate patients: 13 of which had reported a prior pharyngitis 

episode and within a duration of disease that ranged from 15 days to 4 months, and 3 

patients with a chronic course with lesions that remained in guttate form for more than 

a year. 11 chronic plaque psoriasis patients with no history of streptococcal infections 

and 10 healthy controls were also included. All participants provided written consent. 

Psoriatic and healthy subjects underwent 2 skin punches, that were lesional in psoriatic 

cases, and a blood extraction. None of the psoriasis patients had received any 

treatment for at least 6 weeks prior to samples obtainment and PASI measurement. 

The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.  

Cells isolation 

Circulating CD45RA- CLA+ T cells and CLA- T cells were isolated from peripheral blood 

mononuclear cells using immunomagnetic separations as described by Ferran and 

colleagues (14). Skin punches were incubated overnight in Dispase solution (Corning, 

Bedford, Mass) at 4ºC, and epidermal sheets were peeled off and cut into smaller pieces 

before trypsin (Biological Industries, Kibbutz, Beit Haemek, Israel) treatment for 20 

minutes at 37ºC. Mechanically dissociation by pipetting against the tissue was 

performed until cloudy epidermal cell suspensions were obtained. Trypsin activity was 
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then stopped by adding RPMI (SIGMA-Aldrich, St Louis, Mo) containing 10% of FBS 

(Gibco BRL-Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY). Remaining undigested tissue 

fragments were discarded by sedimentation under gravity, and cell suspensions were 

transferred to new tubes, then centrifuged and resuspended in new media (RPMI, 10% 

FBS) containing 1% of penicillin-streptomycin (SIGMA-Aldrich).  

T cells and epidermal cells cocultures 

Ex vivo cocultures were performed by seeding 5x104 CLA+ or CLA- T cells and 3x104 

autologous epidermal cells in a 96-well flat-bottom microwell plate (Nunc, Roskilde, 

Denmark) in culture medium (RPMI, 10% FBS, 1% penicillin-streptomycin). An extracted 

of Streptococcus pyogenes (SE), that consisted of a sonicated pooled preparation from 

S. pyogenes isolated from throat swabs of infected tonsils of psoriasis patients, was 

added to the cocultures at a final concentration of 1 µg/ml.  

Cytokine quantification 

Supernatants were collected after 5 days of culture. Multiplex fluorescent bead-based 

immunoassay with the Diaclone DIAplex kit (Gen-Probe, Besançon, France). IL-9 was 

measured by ELISA with pre-coated plates (Biolegend, San Diego, CA).  

Data analysis 

Statistical analysis was conducted using Graphpad Prism v5 (Graphpad Software Inc., 

La Jolla, CA). Demographic and clinical characteristics were compared with unpaired t-

test. Cytokine production in small groups, according with duration of guttate psoriasis, 

were compared with Two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-test. Mann Whitney U test 

was used for cytokine production in larger groups of samples (plaque psoriasis vs. 

healthy controls). Correlation analysis was performed with Pearson coefficient analysis 

(r). The significance threshold was set at P<0.05. 
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RESULTS 

Patients samples characteristics 

On one hand, a total of 16 patients with guttate psoriasis were selected for the study, 

which included 13 patients with a guttate outbreak associated with throat infections, 

and 3 patients of long disease duration without a complete involution of guttate lesions. 

On the other hand, 11 psoriasis patients with chronic plaques that had no association 

with throat infection were chosen as an opposite psoriasis symptomatology. As shown 

in Table 1, a little study of both populations revealed that guttate patients had significant 

higher levels of anti-streptolysin O (ASO), and 14 of the 16 of them had raised positive 

titers, compared to the 2 of the 11 plaque psoriasis, as expected by their 

abovementioned respective existence or not of a prior pharyngitis episode. Also, in 

accordance to the commonly described characteristic of each type of disease, those 

guttate patients were consistently younger than plaque psoriasis patients (mean age of 

24.7 and 43.3, respectively, P<0.0001), and had lower mean PASI scores than those with 

plaque psoriasis (6.8 vs 15.5, respectively, P=0.0002). 

Table 1. Symptoms, clinical parameters, severity and age of the studied psoriasis population. 

 Guttate Psoriasis (n=16) Plaque Psoriasis (n=11) P-value* 

Associated pharyngitis (%) 13 (81.3) 0 (0) - 

ASO titre (IU/mL) mean (±SEM) 507.9 (±80.82) 154 (±45.1) 0.002 

n ASO ≥ 200 (%) 14 (87.5) 2 (18.2) - 

PASI mean (±SEM) 6.8 (±0.9) 15.5 (±2) 0.0002 

Age mean (±SEM) 24.7 (±1.3) 43.3 (±13.6) <0.0001 

*: T-test mean comparison.  SEM: standarad error of the mean. 

 

ASO and PASI variability and duration of disease 

The minimal stated interval between the upper respiratory infection and the onset of 

guttate flares in some of our recruited patients has been of one week, which also has 

been reported in other studies (15). Also, first raised peaks in ASO levels are generally 

observed in 3 weeks post-infection. Therefore, in order to find potentially positive ASO 
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titers, only guttate patients with lesion flares later than 15 days were chosen, from which 

they were positive for ASO levels. Then, variabilities in ASO titers were explored along 

different duration of disease ranges, with a top length of 4 months, in which there was 

still guttate flares cases with evidence of a prior pharyngitis (Table 2). All guttate patients 

comprised within this interval had positive ASO titers (≥200 IU/ml), but those with a 

length of disease of 1 month (n=5) to 2 months (n=3) presented the highest levels. 

Interestingly, measuring PASI in guttate patients, although it is generally a tool used to 

evaluate plaque psoriasis severity, also revealed the highest scores within the same 

duration of disease-group of patients. Negative ASO titers were found in 2 of 3 long-

lasting guttate patients (>1 year) with no clear history of streptococcal infection and, 

despite of an uncomplete resolution of their lesions, those patients presented a milder 

severity in terms of PASI score.   

Most of plaque psoriasis patients of the study had chronic diseases for years, except for 

3 patients who had developed plaque lesions between 5 months and less than a year. 

Although no prior tonsils infections were reported, 2 of these 3 patients had positive 

ASO titers but it did not imply higher PASI scores than the rest of ASO-negative chronic 

plaque psoriasis patients (n=8) (Table 2).  

Table 2. Temporal distribution and clinical implications in the studied psoriasis patients. 

 Guttate Psoriasis Plaque Psoriasis 

Duration of 

disease 
n 

ASO titre 

mean (n  ≥ 

200) 

Associated 

pharyngitis 

PASI 

mean 
n 

ASO titre mean 

(n  ≥ 200) 

Associated 

pharyngitis 

PASI 

mean 

15 d < 1 mo 3 397.3 (3) Yes 5.6 - - - - 

1 mo 5 680.2 (5) Yes 7.7 - - - - 

1 mo - 2 mo 3 777.3 (3) Yes 10.8 - - - - 

2 mo - 4 mo 2 339.5 (2) Yes 4.1 - - - - 

5 mo < 1 y - - - - 3 345 (2) No 12.1 

> 1 y 3 174.3 (1) No/Unclear 4 8 84.3 (0) No 16.6 

d: day; mo: month; y: year 
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Clinical parameters correlate with cytokine production in S. pyogenes-activated guttate 

CLA+/Epi cocultures 

Next, we sought to examine the effector capacity of skin-homing CLA+ T cells in the 

presence of autologous lesional epidermal cells in comparison with non-skin tropic 

CLA- T cells, after an ex vivo activation with SE, within the same ranges of duration of 

disease. IL-17A, IFN-γ and IL-9 were evaluated after 5 days of activation. Again, the 

highest values were found in those cocultures derived from guttate samples of 1 to 2 

months of disease length, especially significant for IL-17A (1 month: P<0.01; 1-2 months: 

P<0.001), and IL-9 values (1 month: P<0.05; 1-2 months: P<0.001) (Table 3.1). 

Interestingly, plaque psoriasis-derived cocultures still responded upon SE stimulation 

compared to healthy controls (Table 3.2).  

Finally, based on the observation of coinciding peaks in the CLA-dependent effector 

responses, ASO titers and PASI score, linear correlations were performed in guttate 

subjects for a better evaluation of individual proportionality. Thus, ASO and cytokine 

levels finely correlated (Fig 1, A), showing significance in case of IL-17A (r=0.55; P=.02), 

and IL-9 (r=0.68; P=.003) production, or near significance for that of IFN-γ  (r=0.45; 

P=.07).  Similarly, PASI score correlated almost significantly with IL-17A levels (r=0.48; 

P=.06), and significantly with IFN-γ (r=0.55; P=.02) and IL-9 (r=0.61; P=.01) (Fig 1, B).  

 

Figure 1. Clinical parameters correlate with cytokines production by S. pyogenes-activated guttate 

CLA+/Epi cocultures. Cytokine values produced by SE-activated CLA+/Epi co-cultures from guttate 

patients were linearly correlated with their respective ASO (A) and PASI levels (B). r: Pearson 

coefficient.  
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§: Two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-test. Variables: cell cultures and duration of disease (Time factor)  

*: Mann Whitney U test (CLA+ vs CLA- or Plaque psoriasis vs Controls). 

CLA+/Epi or CLA-/Epi: cocultures of either CLA+ or CLA- T cells and autologous epidermal cells; SEM: standard error of the mean. 

 

Table 3.1. IL-17A, IFN-γ and IL-9 responses: guttate psoriasis and time of disease. 

GP (n=16) IL-17A mean (±SEM) IFN-γ  mean (±SEM) IL-9 mean (±SEM) 

Duration of disease CLA+/Epi/SE CLA-/Epi/SE P-value§ CLA+/Epi/SE CLA-/Epi/SE P-value§ CLA+/Epi/SE CLA-/Epi/SE P-value§ 

15 d < 1 mo (n=3) 153.4 (±76) 2.6 (±2.6) ns 53.2 (±9.5) 26.7 (±14.6) ns 122.3 (±40.3) 28.5 (±14.3) ns 

1 mo (n=5) 584.2 (±184.7) 10.1 (±6.7) P < 0.01 359.8 (±144.1) 142.2 (±83.1) ns 250 (±75.2) 19.5 (±12.1) P<0.05 

1 mo - 2 mo (n=3) 1,334 (±302.4) 226.3 (216.2) P < 0.001 665.4 (±173.2) 188.2 (±62.7) P < 0.01 510.2 (±118) 76.8 (±27.6) P < 0.001 

2 mo - 4 mo (n=2) 497.5 (±104.8) 14.1 (±0.4) ns 86.48 (±50.2) 9.1 (±9.1) ns 19.6 (±2.9) 0 (±0) ns 

> 1 y (n=3) 142.4 (±137.9) 0 (±0) ns 60.6 (±60.6) 25.4 (±16.6) ns 19.8 (±19.8) 0 (±0) ns 

Time factor§  P<0.05  ns  P < 0.01 

 

Table 3.2. IL-17A, IFN-γ and IL-9 responses: plaque psoriasis and healthy controls. 

IL-17A mean (±SEM) IFN-γ  mean (±SEM) IL-9 mean (±SEM) 

 CLA+/Epi/SE CLA-/Epi/SE P-value* CLA+/Epi/SE CLA-/Epi/SE P-value* CLA+/Epi/SE CLA-/Epi/SE P-value* 

Plaque psoriasis 

(n=11) 
413.5 (±193.3) 28.6 (±13.8) 0.0004 446 (±252.8) 80.6 (±12.6) ns 217.9 (±62.3) 47.1 (±25.3) 0.009 

Controls (10) 117.8 (±53) 3.9 (±1.7) 0.01 76.34 (±27.9) 25 (±12.6) ns 41 (±14.7) 11.3 (±7.2) ns 

P-value* 0.04 ns  ns 0.01  0.009 0.04  
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DISCUSSION 

Guttate psoriasis eruptions are usually self-limiting and resolve in 4 to 8 months (1,15). 

Interestingly, about 33−40% of patients with guttate psoriasis develop plaque-type 

disease in the future, and chronic plaque psoriasis can suffer guttate flares (2,15). 

Guttate-type eruptions are often preceded by a streptococcal throat infection, and 

therefore ASO titers are usually raised in patients with guttate psoriasis. Despite a rapid 

involuting course tends to be associated with young patients and elevated ASO titers 

(15), it has been previously suggested that streptococcal infections prior to the onset of 

guttate psoriasis would be a common preceding manifestation of future chronic plaque 

psoriasis (16). Overall, better understanding of the relations between streptococcal 

infection-associated clinical diagnostic tools, and disease severity indexes, with effector 

streptococcal-dependent responses exerted by disease-involved T cells, may lead to 

unravel relevant translational information about the course in psoriatic disease.  

Varying degrees in raised ASO titers may be justified by the time period after throat 

infections, but also may reflect other individual factors such as an increased exposure 

to S. pyogenes due to persistent throat colonization or repeated infections. Then 

streptococcal antigens are released into the bloodstream, and thus prompting an 

enhanced peripheral immune response against this pathogen. When guttate psoriasis 

patients were recruited after 1 to 2 months after lesions onset, a peak in ASO titers was 

found, and such raised peak-associated interval was similar to that found in PASI scores. 

The functional association between S. pyogenes and psoriasis skin lesions has been 

determined to be effector memory skin-tropic CLA+ T cells, which might be generated 

in the tonsils and migrate to the skin, as identical CLA+ T cell clones have been found 

in both tonsils and cutaneous lesional sites in psoriasis patients (4). We previously 

described that CLA+ T cells, cocultured with autologous lesional epidermal cells, 

preferentially responded to the SE, either in guttate and plaque samples (13,14). Such 

responses include key T cell-derived cytokines such as IL-17A and IFN-γ, and more 

recently found, also IL-9 (unpublished data). We suggest then that the effector 

responses against S. pyogenes antigens exerted by streptococcal-sensitized CLA+ T cells 

that are found in circulation may be associated with an increased exposure to the 

pathogen, and consequently with the disease severity in guttate eruptions preceded 

by throat infections. This was further supported by the fact that cocultures from samples 

taken after 1−2 months of guttate-type disease duration, showed a peak response to 
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an ex vivo stimulation with SE, and by significant correlations found between cytokines 

levels with ASO titers and PASI scores.  

Conversely, CLA+ T cells and epidermal cells cocultures from most of plaque patients 

included in the study, even though they had no prior throat infections and mostly 

presented negative ASO titers (<200 IU/ml), showed significant responses against SE 

compared to healthy controls. This phenomenon could be explained by an 

asymptomatic carrier status in those patients, in which S. pyogenes could possibly 

colonize the oropharyngeal mucosa forming intracellular reservoirs (17,18), which would 

suggest that other diagnostic tools rather than ASO, could reveal a possible 

streptococcal burden in those patients. However, the long interval since disease onset 

and/or the possible uncontrolled exposure to antibiotics during this period, makes it 

difficult to establish a temporal link between a possible ancient infection and chronic 

disease symptoms.  

In summary, these results support the functional relationship between the response 

capacity of circulating effector memory CLA+ T cells with a potential higher exposition 

to streptococcal antigens and a higher severity in guttate psoriasis flares. Therefore, 

studying cellular responses in guttate psoriasis might have into consideration the 

streptococcal implication in its disease course to obtain more relevant results.  
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

 

The main purpose of this thesis has been to take advantage of an ex vivo model to 

study psoriasis immunopathology and deepen in the contribution of key cellular and 

inflammatory mediators to this pathogenesis. Essentially, this model is sustained by the 

use of circulating skin-homing CLA+ T cells, which due to their recirculation capacity 

between the skin and peripheral blood, and their effector memory phenotype, allows 

obtaining relevant translational information of the disease when these cells respond to 

an ex vivo re-stimulation after their isolation from blood of psoriasis patients. 

Additionally, in order to reproduce the in situ interaction between those T cells and 

epidermal cells, the ex vivo approach contains autologous epidermal cells isolated from 

psoriatic lesions as a possible source for antigen presentation. Then, the effector 

function from T cells was evaluated under the activation exerted by Streptococcus 

pyogenes, a relevant innate trigger in psoriasis which has been clinically associated with 

the onset or exacerbation of guttate and plaque psoriasis, respectively. Thus, this model 

allows the use of cells from either guttate and plaque psoriasis samples. 
 

In answering the first objective, several studies were performed in reference to the 

effector responses exerted by the cocultures. First, guttate psoriasis-derived samples 

were recruited in order to assess differences depending on the underlying 

environmental and genetic conditions from donors. Guttate-type onset is characterized 

by acute development of small rounded psoriatic lesions. This psoriasis form is mostly 

confined to HLA-Cw6 allele carriers, and streptococcal pharyngitis often precedes the 

onset of this particular psoriasis phenotype (Prinz, 2001). Therefore, we found that 

CLA+/Epi cocultures from the cohort of guttate psoriasis patients whose flares were 

associated with a prior throat infection, and who were also HLA-Cw6−positive, 

displayed the highest responses to S. pyogenes, and presented a predominant Th17 (IL-

17A and IL-17F) response. Such predominance was also supported by the fact that 

keratinocytes treated with enriched supernatants had increased expression levels of IL-

17− targeted genes. 
 

Following to these first results, in which we describe a particular response from guttate 

psoriasis patients, several psoriasis patients were used, either with guttate or chronic 

plaque-type psoriasis, to evaluate the IL-9 role in our cocultures. Many Th9 cells are 

tropic for the skin (CLA+), and an aberrant activation of those cells may contribute to 
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inflammatory diseases of the skin (Schlapbach et al., 2014). In addition, IL-9, is known to 

play a role as a mediator of Th17-driven inflammatory diseases (Nowak et al., 2009). 

Candida albicans was shown to selectively induce IL-9 production by CLA+ T cells 

(Schlapbach et al., 2014). Using the ex vivo model of psoriasis with S. pyogenes as a 

trigger, IL-9 production was also preferentially produced by CLA+/Epi cocultures from 

psoriasis patients, thus extending the list of pathogens capable of such IL-9−produced 

CLA-selectivity in psoriasis. Furthermore, when IL-17A and IFN-γ production was 

simultaneously evaluated in the cocultures in the presence of neutralizing anti−IL-9 

antibody, only IL-17A amounts were supported by 50% by IL-9.  
 

Characterization of cytokine responses in the ex vivo model has then established three 

key T-cell−derived cytokine against S. pyogenes: IL-17A, IFN-γ and IL-9. Once again 

focusing in guttate psoriasis, a third study was performed to evaluate further 

translational value of circulating CLA+ T cells regarding disease severity and ASO levels, 

as a reflection of streptococcal infection. Common peaks were observed when subjects 

with raised ASO titers (>15 days of disease onset) were compared in parallel with PASI 

score and ex vivo cytokine responses in CLA+/Epi cocultures. 
 

With regard to the second objective, the use of enriched supernatants, generated by 

the ex vivo coculture system, on in vitro cultured keratinocytes was assessed in order to 

identify abnormally regulated genes potentially involved in the disease. An IL-17A− 

induced transcript was identified, the transcript ZC3H12A, which encodes for the 

ribonuclease monocyte chemotactic protein-1−induced protein (MCPIP1). MCPIP1 

expression was localized in situ in the epidermis from both healthy and psoriasis skin, 

however its distribution in psoriasis samples was found to be abnormal, and its 

expression was increased with the exogenous addition of recombinant IL-17A. Genes 

involved in the epidermal differentiation, along with other differentiated expressed 

genes in psoriasis, were altered by the silencing of ZC3H12A. In addition, we describe 

an unknown up-stream mechanism in the induction of MCPIP1, which had been 

commonly associated with nuclear-factor kappa B (NF- κB), that also involves 

phosphorylation of signal transducer and activator (STAT)-3 signaling in keratinocytes.   
 

Overall, it is demonstrated that this ex vivo model of psoriasis is a useful tool that 

provides relevant translational information and allows the characterization of novel 

mechanisms involved in the disease. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 

 

Psoriasis is an inflammatory immune-mediated skin disease that usually occurs in 

individuals with genetic susceptibility in conjunction with environmental triggers. 

Circulating effector memory skin-tropic CLA+ T cells have been shown to participate in 

the development of several immune cell-mediated cutaneous diseases, due to its 

selective recruitment into the tissue and the subsequent rapid effector response upon 

cognate antigen recognition. Several studies point to the capacity of recirculation of 

CLA+ T cells between skin and blood, which suggests that in skin diseases implying 

chronicity, such as psoriasis, the study of circulating CLA+ T cells could constitute a tool 

for translational evaluation of current pathology status (Ferran et al., 2013a). In this 

regard, we proposed an ex vivo model that uses isolated memory CLA+ T cells from 

patient’s blood, which then are cultured together with autologous epidermal cells, in 

order to match more accurately a proper intercellular interaction in the cutaneous 

context of skin lesions. Once established the cellular basis, this experimental approach 

is completed by the addition of a clinical relevant trigger. Streptococcus pyogenes may 

contribute to the onset and exacerbation of guttate and plaque-type psoriasis, 

respectively, and many reports refer to a close functional relation between 

streptococcal throat infections and subsequent CLA+ T cell generation and sensitization 

as an initial factor of lesions development (Prinz, 2001). Actually, both guttate and 

chronic plaque psoriasis-derived cocultures responded to an extract of S. pyogenes (SE), 

leading to the production of several psoriasis-associated Th1/Th17/Th22-signature 

cytokines (Ferran et al., 2013b). The SE-specificity in the inflammatory coculture 

responses produced by the CLA+ subset in psoriasis was further supported by the fact 

that the use of a non-specific stimulus, such as SEB, was able to induce an immune 

reaction either in CLA+ and CLA- T-cell subsets, and from psoriasis or healthy samples. 
 

In an attempt to go further, this ex vivo approach has been used for the characterization 

of diverse features of the disease, including the observation of differential effector 

profiles based on the characteristics of patients, and the study of less characterized 

inflammatory mediators and molecules potentially involved in psoriasis.  
 

Guttate psoriasis is characterized by an acute onset of small rounded psoriatic lesions 

and is mostly confined to those carrying the HLA-Cw6 allele (Asumalahti et al., 2003), 

which consists on a high-risk allele revealed by numerous genetic linkage studies 
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(Griffiths and Barker, 2007). Furthermore, among HLA-Cw6−positive patients with 

psoriasis, streptococcal pharyngitis, mainly by Streptococcus pyogenes, may contribute 

to the onset or exacerbation of the inflammatory process of lesions (Mallbris et al., 

2009). Given that streptococcal pharyngitis often precedes guttate lesions outbreaks, it 

has been proposed that patients who suffer this particular phenotype of disease may 

display a genetically determined sensitivity to streptococcal infection (Weisenseel et al., 

2002). Also, such microbial-triggered events in guttate psoriasis provide a useful tool 

to study a clear starting point of psoriasis disease, and to examine early events in its 

development (Leung et al., 1995b). In this context, and given that more than one-third 

of guttate patients develop chronic plaque disease in the future (Ko et al., 2010; Langley 

et al., 2005), the study of guttate-derived samples in our ex vivo model might help 

elucidating initial immune responses in psoriasis development. Here, the evaluation of 

the cytokines produced in SE-activated CLA+/Epi cocultures first revealed that those 

subjects that were carriers of the HLA-Cw6 allele, and had a previous pharyngitis 

episode, displayed higher Th17 responses, in terms of IL-17A and IL-17F production, 

than other inflammatory-associated T-cell signatures, as it is the Th1-derived IFN-γ. 
These results are in line with high serum IL-17 levels found in patients with psoriasis with 

early spreading guttate morphology (Choe et al., 2012), and accords with a reported 

psoriasis bimodal immunopathology theory, proposing that psoriasis is first initiated by 

IL-1/Th17 dominated response (Christophers et al., 2014). Therefore, these results 

support that circulating CLA+ T cells from patients with guttate psoriasis preceded by 

streptococcal infection, should preferentially respond to SE, and producing high levels 

of IL-17A and IL-17F.  
 

The enriched cytokine content within the collected supernatants, which results from an 

adaptive (CLA+ T cell) and innate (epidermal cells) interaction, and in the presence of 

SE, represents an inflammatory milieu that could itself induce a switch in gene 

expression in normal keratinocytes, resembling how non-lesional keratinocytes are 

affected by the surrounding inflammatory focus in an active lesion. With this aim, it was 

found that IL-17−targeted transcripts, DEFB4, S100A7, LCN2, IL8, and IL36G, which are 

up-regulated in psoriasis, were strongly induced by the supernatants in normal 

keratinocytes. Interestingly, filaggrin (FLG) and loricrin (LOR) transcript levels were 

reduced by the same supernatants, thereby suggesting that the inflammatory 

mediators induced by SE-activation of CLA+/Epi cocultures from the responding-

cohort of guttate patients would also participate in the skin barrier impairment, which 
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also contributes to the development of skin lesions. In fact, low and altered expression 

of FLG and LOR are found in psoriatic lesions, which could be modulated by the 

underlying inflammatory milieu (Kim et al., 2011; Roberson and Bowcock, 2010), and 

remarkably, FLG expression can be decreased by IL-17 in keratinocytes (Gutowska-

Owsiak et al., 2012). Although psoriasis as a chronic phase is usually described to be 

predominated by Th17 and Th1 immune responses (Lowes et al., 2008), our results point 

to a clear predominance by the Th17 profile in predisposed guttate-type subjects, and, 

by extrapolation, in the initial stages of disease. Such Th17/Th1 cytokine unbalanced 

production seems to be lost in chronic plaque patients, in which IL-17A production is 

slightly decreased to reach similar levels to that of IFN-γ in the cocultures. 
 

Aside of the well-known incidence of IL-17 and IFN-γ cytokines in psoriasis, the 

exploration of other T-cell−derived cytokines could help understanding the disease, 

especially those that could promote IL-17 production, such as IL-9. Up to this point, the 

ex vivo model has proven to reveal psoriasis-associated events by the use of both, 

guttate and plaque-type psoriasis samples, thus the IL-9 presence in the supernatants 

as a response to SE would support its relevant role in the disease, which has already 

been suggested by a few publications. First, CD4+ T cells isolated from blood of 

psoriasis patients produce higher levels of IL-9 than healthy controls (Singh et al., 2013), 

and second, skin-homing CLA+ T cells were described to be the main IL-9 producers in 

human (Schlapbach et al., 2014). Both concepts are contemplated in the ex vivo 

approach, psoriasis and CLA+ T cells, but additionally integrating a clinically associated 

triggering pathogen. In the same way as IL-17A, SE-dependent production of IL-9 by 

the system was high selective for the psoriatic CLA+/Epi cocultures but did not show a 

prevalence within guttate or plaque psoriasis. IL-17A, IFN-γ and IL-9 were 

simultaneously produced by the CLA+/Epi coculture, though only IL-17A levels were 

decreased by a 50% upon IL-9 neutralization. These results reveal a putative role of IL-

9 function in psoriasis development, at least by enhancing IL-17A production. 
 

CLA+ T cells represents the functional link between streptococcal throat infection and 

psoriasis lesions. If these cells recirculate, the immune response exerted by 

streptococcal-sensitized CLA+ T cells to a strep re-stimulation could reflect more 

accurately some of the clinical features in patients that had reported a pharyngitis 

episode, and shortly after developed psoriasis, a sequence of facts that can be more 

easily traced in guttate-type psoriasis. In such patients, elevated ASO titers are usually 

found, especially after a 15-days period since lesion onset, at least in participants 
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included in this thesis. Following this period, varying degrees of raised ASO titers 

among guttate psoriasis patients may be justified by individual factors, such as an 

increased exposure to S. pyogenes due to persistent throat colonization or repeated 

infections, as well as by the time period after throat infections. In this regard, the highest 

ASO values were found in patients with 1 to 2 months of disease duration. Interestingly, 

this peak was also observed in disease severity, in terms of PASI score, as well as in IL-

17A, IFN-γ and IL-9 levels produced by the ex vivo SE-activation of CLA+/Epi cocultures 

from those patients. This suggests that the ex vivo behavior against re-stimulation with 

S. pyogenes of circulating CLA+ T cells, within a particular period of time, may reflect the 

clinical status of those patients, that is streptococcal antigens exposure (ASO) and 

severity of guttate eruptions (PASI). 
 

Conversely, in an opposite situation, cocultures from plaque psoriasis patients without 

any recent history of throat infection, as it is also stated by their negative ASO titers, still 

responded more to SE than healthy controls. However, the possibility of the existence 

of a streptococcal burden in those patients cannot be discarded (Sigurdardottir et al., 

2013; Thorleifsdottir et al., 2016), and it might be unraveled by other diagnostic tools 

rather than ASO titers, an issue that needs further investigation. Also, the long interval 

since disease onset, the possible uncontrolled exposure to antibiotics during this 

period, and the lack of an acute activity of disease stage, make it difficult to establish a 

link between possible ancient infections, disease symptoms, and circulating CLA+ T cells 

activity against SE in long-lasting plaque-type disease.  
 

The complexity of streptococcal components contained in the S. pyogenes sonicated 

extract, as well as the frequency of cellular components configuring the coculture, 

might determine the variability in the ex vivo immune response. Regarding to the 

cellular interaction, one may question the relevance of the epidermal component. In a 

previous publication, it was already discussed that cytokine response and epidermal 

activation in the SE-activated CLA+/Epi cocultures would not be attributed to those 

immune cells within the epidermal cell suspension, since CLA-/Epi cocultures displayed 

much less or none activity (Ferran et al., 2013b). However, here it is demonstrated that 

optimal production of IL-17A, IFN-γ and IL-9 depended on the presence of autologous 

epidermal cells, thereby suggesting that intercellular interactions may occur. One 

possible molecular interaction between T cells and epidermal cells would be the 

presentation through HLA molecules of SE-derived peptides, or other self-epitopes 

exposed due to the inflammatory milieu (Besgen et al., 2010; Shi et al., 2011). CD4+ T 

cells accounts for nearly 80% of total T-lymphocyte population in the cocultures (see 
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page 175, Figure A1 in Appendix II), and thus it could explain the drastic 90−100% 

reduction in IL-17A, IFN-γ and IL-9 production when HLA class II was blocked.  

Remarkably, the blocking of HLA class I molecules, which interact with CD8+ T cells, 

resulted in a 50% reduction of cytokine production, indicating a noteworthy role of 

CD8+ T cells, despite their minor presence in the cocultures. Although antigen-driven T 

cells might have a major role in psoriasis lesions, especially in chronic plaques 

(Valdimarsson et al., 2009), the use of circulating memory T cells in the ex vivo system 

may imply a higher frequency of T cells activated by SAgs, rather than by conventional 

processed antigen (Yarwood et al., 2000), especially in guttate psoriasis, in which 

expansion of SAg reactive T-cell populations has been demonstrated (Leung et al., 

1995b). In fact, the SAg interaction between the HLA-DR, either from professional APCs 

(LCs, DCs or macrophages), and/or from non-professional APCs (keratinocytes, 

melanocytes), and the TCR, cannot be discarded since it could be blocked by those 

antibodies to HLA-DR used in the coculture. In any case, the strongest decrease in 

activity found upon blockage of HLA-DR, suggests an early mechanism dependent on 

HLA class II-associated activation and inflammatory effects. Consequently, self-antigens 

exposure, autoreactive CLA+ CD8+ T-cell expansion, and/or diminished self-recognition 

threshold by those T cells, may contribute to a secondary HLA class I-dependent wave 

of events. 
 

Finally, the use of enriched supernatants from psoriatic-derived CLA+/Epi cocultures to 

create a psoriasis-like inflammatory milieu for activation of normal keratinocytes, 

provided a tool to investigate other altered genes that have not been characterized in 

psoriasis. Since the expression of IL-17A−signatures genes in the skin of psoriatic 

patients are the first to be normalized after effective biological therapies that target IL-

17A or IL-17RA (Krueger et al., 2012; Russell et al., 2014), it was clear that a gene or 

molecule potentially involved in the disease should be regulated by IL-17A. ZC3H12A 

was present between the normalized transcripts in those studies, and, interestingly, it 

constitutes the only ribonuclease that has been included in the top 10 up-regulated 

transcripts by IL-17A in keratinocytes (Chiricozzi et al., 2011). In fact, the supernatants 

from psoriatic cocultures induced ZC3H12A expression in normal keratinocytes in an IL-

17A−dependent manner. Consequently, this indicated that, in an inflammatory 

psoriasis-associated environment induced by SE, IL-17A would be the key mediator of 

the ZC3H12A-induced expression in keratinocytes. Such IL-17−dependence was further 

supported by the lack of Zc3h12a induction in inflamed skin of Il17ra-/- mice in a 
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psoriasis-like inflammation model with IMQ. Although MCPIP1 function in the 

epidermis has to be determined, the silencing of ZC3H12A in HaCaT keratinocytes 

points to a potential modulation of other IL-17A−associated transcripts, as well as 

epidermal differentiation-associated genes. 
 

In summary, the study of the circulating memory CLA+ T-cell subset as a potential 

carrier of disease-associated information, and therefore as a peripheral cellular 

biomarker, in an ex vivo model, has allowed the characterization of different aspects of 

psoriasis disease. Importantly, all these studies were carried out based on an antigen-

specific innate stimulus, the S. pyogenes, which is a clinically validated trigger in psoriasis. 

Such activation induces, among others, high levels of IL-17 response by CLA+ T cells, 

which is predominant in case of guttate psoriasis, and correlates with IL-17−regulated 

transcripts levels in keratinocytes as well, resembling a psoriatic-associated gene 

expression pattern. Interestingly, IL-17A has been shown to be the key disease-

associated cytokine responsible of psoriasis severity in patients. Therefore, the finding 

of a CLA+ T-cell−selective production of IL-9 upon activation with S. pyogenes, which in 

turn is necessary for optimal production of IL-17A from CLA+ T cells, suggests a 

significant Th17-supportive role from other less-characterized skin-homing T-cell 

lineages in psoriasis. Additionally, we have found a synchronicity in guttate psoriasis-

derived CLA+T-cell ex vivo responses to S. pyogenes, the rate of streptococcal exposure 

(ASO) and disease severity (PASI), thereby supporting that clinical outcomes can be 

reflected by peripheral CLA+ T cells following encounter of an antigen that initially 

triggered the disease. However, the assessment of the relation of S. pyogenes-exerted 

effector function in plaque psoriasis-derived samples with their clinical status, has still 

to be elucidated. Finally, the early determination in keratinocytes of the IL-17A−targeted 

gene ZC3H12A, which encodes for the ribonuclease MCPIP1, through the strep-induced 

production of IL-17A by the CLA+/Epi coculture, led to the succeeding characterization 

of MCPIP1 aberrant expression in psoriatic lesions and its rapid induction in epidermal 

cells, in which its ribonuclease activity could be modulating other altered-expressed 

genes.  
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Premise 1): Psoriatic-associated events are reproduced in the ex vivo model in a CLA- 

and SE-dependent manner and provides a tool to expand knowledge and 

understanding of immune responses in psoriasis. Hence, 

1.1) Clinical, genetic and environmental factors can be contemplated as a 

source of responses variability. 

 

1.2) Guttate psoriasis samples from HLA-Cw6−positive patients with early 

onset associated to streptococcal pharyngitis present a predominant Th17 

response against SE. No predominance in cytokine response is presented 

by plaque psoriasis samples. 

 

1.3) High cytokine responses to SE in cocultures derived from guttate psoriasis 

associates with raised ASO and PASI levels, especially in a temporary 

window of 1−2 months of disease length. 

 

1.4) High CLA+ T-cell−selective IL-9 production induced by SE, and its 

supporting role for optimal SE-induced IL-17A levels, suggests a potential 

contribution of IL-9 in psoriasis.  

 

Premise 2): Enriched supernatants from CLA+/Epi cocultures activated with SE may 

represent an inflammatory milieu close to that produced in active psoriatic lesions. In 

addition, the modulation of the expression of IL-17−signature genes in the skin 

constitute the key early event in psoriasis epidermal changes.  Hence, 

2.1) We can identify and characterize IL-17A−modulated genes that previously 

have not been related to psoriasis on the basis of the effect of SE-induced 

mediators by CLA+/Epi on cutaneous resident cells, such as keratinocytes. 

 

2.2) The ribonuclease ZC3H12A/MCPIP1 is highly up-regulated by IL-17A in 

keratinocytes and is aberrantly distributed in epidermal cells in psoriasis. 

 

2.3) MCPIP1 could be modulating other IL-17A−associated transcripts, as well 

as other genes involved in the differentiation of the epidermis. 
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Figure A1. Coculture of T cells and epidermal cells through flow cytometry. Coculture cells were 

resuspended at day 5 and analyzed through flow cytometry. a) A small (SS-A low) CD3+ 

lymphocyte population was detected, and increased in size when cocultures were stimulated with 

SE, especially in CLA+/Epi/SE. b) A representative CD4+ and CD8+ cell staining in lymphocyte 

population in CLA+/Epi/SE coculture at day 5. c) Percentage of CD4+ and CD8+ cells within the 

lymphocyte gate, at day 5 of culture (n=4). 
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THESIS DIRECTOR | Dr. Luis Francisco Santamaria Babí

COVER |  Hematoxylin & eosin staining of skin punch biopsy from plaque psoriasis. 

SUMMARY | Most of the advances in understanding the immunopathology of psoriasis have 

occurred through translational science. Circulating skin-tropic CLA+ T cells constitute peripheral 

cellular biomarkers for human T-cell−mediated skin diseases. The study of those CLA+ T cells might 

reveal important translational information, for instance, through the evaluation of their effector 

responses upon contact with cognate pathogen that constitute a clinical relevant trigger, such as 

Streptococcus pyogenes in psoriasis. In fact, the guttate-type of psoriasis is often preceded by 

streptococcal throat infections. In this regard, and in the presence of autologous lesional epidermal 

cells, a S. pyogenes extract (SE) induced a Th17-predominant effector response by peripheral CLA+ T 

cells, which in turn can induce an IL-17−signature genes modulation in normal keratinocytes. Other T-

cell products, which also might represent relevant cytokines in psoriatic skin lesions, such as IFN-γ and 

IL-9, are also induced in this experimental approach. Interestingly, a common peak was observed 

between ASO titers, PASI score and ex vivo cytokine responses, between 1−2 months of disease 

duration in guttate psoriasis that reported previous pharyngitis. CLA+ T cells and epidermal cells 

cocultures (CLA+/Epi) from plaque psoriasis subjects displayed higher cytokine responses than healthy 

controls in response to SE as well, including IL-17A, IFN-γ and IL-9, this latter playing an essential role 

for optimal production of IL-17A, either in guttate or plaque psoriasis. Despite evidence that 

streptococcal infection lead to exacerbations in this psoriasis form, the assessment of the relation of 

SE-activation in plaque psoriasis with their clinical status has still to be elucidated. Finally, since IL-17A 

has been shown to be the key disease-associated cytokine responsible of psoriasis severity in patients, 

determination of IL-17A−targeted genes in keratinocytes, through SE-induced production of IL-17A 

by the CLA+/Epi coculture, could unravel new genes potentially involved in psoriasis.  In this way, the 

ribonuclease ZC3H12A/MCPIP1, was highly induced in keratinocytes in an IL-17A−dependent manner, 

and it was found to be aberrantly distributed in psoriatic epidermis, where its ribonuclease activity 

could be modulating other altered-expressed genes. Overall, psoriatic-associated events can be 

reproduced ex vivo in a CLA- and SE-dependent manner and provides a tool to expand knowledge 

and understanding of immune responses in psoriasis. 
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